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"We have got him, Wild!" cried Arietta, as Young Wiid West came galloping up, waving his hat.
"I knew you two girls could do it,'' he answered. "You have roped the traitor
nicely." Th·e Broncho Queen seemed plea!'IP<i
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YOUNG WILD WEST AS ·A PRAIRIE
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OB,

Arietta and the Broncho Queen
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BY AN OLD SCOUrl1.
CHAPTER I.

His two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart., al·
ways accompanied him on his trips into the wilds of the
THE TREACHEROUS GUIDE .
West, and generally the girls were included in the party.
They always spoke of the three as "girls," though Anna
"I reckon there must be a big time over there," Young was a young woman somewhat past twenty, and married.
Wild West, the dashing young deadshot remarked, lls he
Of the three, Arietta was the only one who had been
nodded in the direction of a ranch a couple of miles away, born and rea.red in thetWest, and she was without a peer
where there seemed to be a crowd gathered.
at ·shooting with a revolver or rifle and riding a horse.
"I reckon so," Cheyenne Charlie, the ex-Government
Anna and Eloise had learned to be quite proficient in
scout answered. "That must be a regular horse ranch, these accomplishments, too, for they were just the ones
Wild. Jest see ther bronchos they got there! A sort of to teach them.
bronc ho picnic, I reckon."
The six were attired in fancy riding and hunting suits,
Tne rest of the party, which included Jim Dart, a boy
and as they came to a halt and watched the scene they
about the same age as our hero; Arietta Murdock, the
had come upon whil e,,, emerging from a timber strip, they
cparming golden-haired sweetheart of Young Wild West;
made 1a very pretty picture, indeed.
Eloise Gardner, Dart's sweetheart; Anna, the wife of the
Young Wild West, on his splendid sorrel stallion, Spitscout, and two Chinese servants, nodded to what Charlie
said and watched the scene before them with no little in- fire, his long chestnut hair hanging over his shoulders,
sat in the saddle with an ease and grace that was unsurterest.
passed.
· Young Wild West was riding across the northeastern
Near him was Arietta, mounted on a cream-colored
part of New Mexico with his companions simpJp. for the
broncho that was certainly a fine specimen of hor9€ftesh.
purpose of hunting up adventure and excitement.
At the time of which we write that part of the country
The others were mounted upon the best horses that
was not settled to any degree, and danger :from lawless money could buy, even to the two Chinamen.
The latter two, by the way, looked so much alike that it
whites and bad Indians lurked along the trails that ran
over the mountains and across the rolling prairies.
was hard t,o distinguish which was which.
But as they were brothers, there was nothing very
Though but a mere boy, as far as years went, Young
\~ma West was the recognized champion deadshot of the strange in this.
West, ancl known by many as the "Prince of the Saddle,"
Wing Wah was the cook and Hop Wah was the man-ofbecause of his wonderful riding and taming. of the wild all-work and entertainer for the party.
horses of the plains.
We say entertainer, for he was one of the cleverest of
Re was without a doubt the peer of all the scouts and his race, though he appeared to be about as dumb and indeadshots of the West, and he had made a name for him- nocent as a "heathen Chinec" could possibly look.
sewlfn.that many an older person would have been proud to I. But more about him later on.
The scene that Young Wild West and his friends were
O
\
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gazing upon was cer.J;ainly bound to attract the attention of
any one passing that way.
Near a ranch house of the very old-fashioned type were
gathered something like twenty men and fully a dozen
women and children.
1
A small herd of bronchos were running around on the
open prairie, and now and then a cowboy could be seen
riding after them to prevent them from getting too far
away from the house.
While our friends were watching the scene with np little
mterest they saw a female ride into view.
She was swinging a lariat, as though to rope one of the
bronclios, and one g!ance at her told them that she was
an expert.
"I reckon we'll ride over and find out just what is going
on," observed Young Wild West. "Come on!"
Then away dashed the six, leaving the two Celestials in
the rear, as they could not keep up, owing to the fact that
they were leading a couple of loaded pack horses.
The sorrel stallion our hero rode could run like tlie
wind, and his endurance was really wonderful.
He easily outstripped the ,others, but the young deadshot held him in, so his charming sweetheart might ride
along at his side.
In a very few minutes they rode up to the house, and
were just in time to see the female rider they had noticed
from a 'distance rope a second broncho, throw it and get a
halter on its head,
She was only a girl, and a very pretty one, too.
"I reckon she understands her business, all right," commented the young deadshot, nodding his approval at the
feat that so few girls were able to perform.
"Why, Wild, you are not falling in love with the girl,
just because she has done something that I can do very
easily, are you?" queried his sweetheart, showing just the
,
least bit of pique.
"N onsense, Et!" was the laughing retort. "As if I
could fall in love with any one, when I have you! Don't
talk that way-I don't like it."
The girl laughed, a silvery ring in her voice.
"Oh! I was only fooling," she declared. .
As they had been seen approaching, they were quickly
surroundeci by the people, who seemed to be having such a
·
good time on the prairie.
Suddenly, an old man, with grizzled hair and beard,
took off his, hat, and, waving it over his head, shouted:
"Hopray ! I'll be everlastin'ly chawed by a bear if it
ain't Young Wild West an' his pards ! Give 'em a cheereverybody!"
Our hero readily recognized the old man as Pete Darling, a ranchman he had once met in Santa Fe.
He had prevented him from being fleeced 1t' a couple
of card sharps, and the man had never forgot him for it.
'l'he cheers were gi.ven with a will, and for the time
being all interest in the sport was forgotten. ·
It did not take our friends long to get acquainted with
the people gathered at the ranch, for they were nearly all
thorough Westerners, and very democratic in their ways.
One after another was introduced, and at length came
a rather handsome young man, with very dark hair and a

complexion that was rather swarthy, suggesting the Mexican type.
·
They learned that he was Tony Pedro, and t hat he had
been hired to guide the party that was having such a
good time across the prairie and mountains, into Southern
Utah.
Pete Darling had sold his ranch, and three 0£ his neighbors had done likewise, and now they were having a sort
or farewell jubilee at Darling's old home.
They were to start in the morning on the long, tedious
journey over the plains, in the hope of :finding a sort of
Mecca in what was purpo·r ted to be the rich lands of Utah.
"Go ahead with your farewell jubilee,"' Wild said, after
they had got pretty well acquainted with all hands. "I
notice that you have got a girl here who is something fine
at roping horses. I believe you introduced her as Belle,
your daughter?"
"She's the Broncho Queen,'' spoke up a handsome
young fellow of twenty-one, or thereabouts, nodding with
pride at the girl, who stood modestly near her broncho.
Wild happened to catch the eye of the guide just then,
and he could not help noticing that there was a peculiar
look on his face.
·
"That fellow is no good, and he likes that girl!" was
his inward comment.
"Go ahead an' show 'em what you kin do, Belle," said
the girl's father. "Don't think 'cause Young Wild West
is ther Prince of ther Saddle that you can't do as much
as any gal kin. He's a boy, an' boys is s'posed ter be better at broncho-bustin' than gals, yer know.;
"I have heard of Young Wild West," Belle retorted,
smiling sweetly at the young deadshot. "Of course, I
don't think I could do as well as he can. But," and she
cast a look at the girls that was half defiant, "I reckon
I can hold my own with anything that wears petticoats."
"You -have already shown us that much," Arietta answered, taking it that the glance was meant for her, particularly.
Tossing her head and brushing back her long, brown
hair, Belle Darling mounted her pony and rode out upon
the prairie.
Half a mile away was a broncho that was having a good
time at kicking and bucking, all by himself.
The steed was really a vicious stallion, and one that
had to be handled with care.
The girl gave a sharp cry to her pony, and then away
she dashed for the sportive broncho.
The animal did not start to run until she was within a
few yards of him.
Tlien a lively chase ensued, the girl swinging her lariat
wi;th the precision of a veternn.
Gradually she let the rope out, and as she bore down
'upon the fleeing horse nearly the 1whole of it w4s making
circles in the air.
"She's got ther fancy trick down all right/ ~emarked
Cheyenne Charlie, nodding his head approvingly.
·
"I r eckon I'll go out an' see that no harm comes to
ther gal," said Tony Pedro, the guide, just then.
He was mounted on a big, black horse that looked to
be very powerful and swift.
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' Tl;at galoot needs watching, boys," whispered our hero fire had never yet quite met his match, and that made
"I don't like him."
the boy coufident of overhauling him.
"The same here," answered Jim Dart.
Wild had his rifle to depend upon as a last resort, but
"Oh, I put him down as bein' no good ther minute I sot he did not want to shoot at the villain unles he had to.
eyes on him," the scout declared.
"I won't run the chance of hitting the girl/' he mut"What's that yer said?" asked Pete Darling, the ranch-. tered, _as _he dashed on. "If I ,can't do any better ~hen. I
man, who was near enough to catch part of what had been J get w1thm a hundred yards I _ll try a shot. But it will
said. "Yer don't like ther looks of ther man we've hired have to be at the scoundrel's liead, and that means death
ter pilot us across ther prairie?"
t~ him. ~f I should shoot at his ,body the. bulle_t mi~ht
"No, to tell the truth, we don't," answered Wild, blunt- kill the ~:rl, too. No! I guess I 11 take hnn ahve with
ly. "Do you know the fellow very well?"
my ro~e.
.
.
"Never _een him till th er day afore yisterday. He was
Havmg come to tlns conclusion, he settled down for a
.
sent here by a friend of mine, who recommends him as long chase. .
He knew it was gomg to be a long chase, for he had not
bein' well acquainted with ther country we've got ter go
over."
gained a yard so .far, and he knew it.
It was a question of which horse would tire first.
"Well, he might be all right; but I can't help thinking
The black horse bore a double burden, and that handithat he is not. Hello I What is that galoot up to now?"
capped
him somewhat, though Pedro was not a heavy man,
The Broncho Queen had succeeded in lassoing the horse,
by
any
means.
and as she cleverly threw him and dismounted, Tony
The com~ined weight of the two might have been two
P edro rode up and caught her with his right arm about
hundred and thirty-five pounds, but no more.
the waist.
The villain soon reached the timber, and as the horse
Then he quickly drew her upon hi s horse, and, waving
with
its double burden disappeared from view the Broncho
his hat defiantly at the crowd in front of the ranch house,
Queen
uttered a scream for help.
rode off for the timber our friends had emerged from a
"Whoopee! Whoopee!" answered Wild, more to encoursl10rt time before.
her than anything else.
age
"Great Jupiter!" cried Ran chm an Darling. "Ther gaHe
looked around and found that not only were Charloot has kidnapped Belle right afore our eyes ! An' he's
Jim in pursuit, but the girls and all the cowboys
lie
and
got a horse there that nobody kin catch! Oh! ther scounas
well.
drel! I'll fill him with lead on sight!"
But he knew they could not catch up with him.
But Young Wild West did not stop to hear any more.
Waving his hat to them, he bent forward over the sorRe made a leap•for gallant Spitfire and was in the sad- rel's neck and spoke to him again.
•
dle as quick as a flash.
Then it was that the noble steed made the dirt fly
"I'll catch him, P ete Darling!" he exclaimed. "I'll under his hoofs!
£etch the Broncho Queen back, and don't forget it!"
"Now ~ am gaining," thought the dashing young dead"Yer ·can't do it, I'm afraid," answered the old man, shot. "I'll get him before he gets five miles away."
as he ran about, excitedly. "He's got ther fastest horse
Up to the timber he dashed, and, taking the trail that
ever seen in these parts."
ran
tllrough :lt, he never slackened the breakneck pace.
1
"But Young Wild West has got a faster one," spoke up
It was but a short distance across the timber belt.
Arietta, as she watched her dashing young lover riding to
As Wild reached the edg,e on the other side he gave a
the rescue of the Broncho Queen.
nod of satisfaction.
He had gained nearly a hundred yards, which showed
that Pedro must have slackened his pace while going
through the woods.
CHAPTER IL
The villain was looking back when the sonel burst from
the line of green trees and came dashing over the short
WILD RESCUES THE BRONCHO QUEEN.
grass of the level prairie.
Wild noticed that he gave a start, and immediately tried
Young Wild West certainly meant to run down the dar- to get his horse to a faster gait.
ing villain, who had so brazenly captured the ranchman's
Tony Pedro had no doubt awakened to the fact that
daughter.
his was not the only fa.st horse in that section of the
He patted his noble horse on the neck and exclaimed:
country.
"Let yourself go, Spitfire! You have g,ot a hard one
"After him, Spitfire, old boy!" called out the boy, as he
to catch, if what they say is true."
let the reins go slack.
The stallion responded by quickening his pace, and,- Wrn
There was no danger of the sarrel slipping; he was too
a comet, the dashing Young Prince of the Saddle sailed sure-footefl for that.
over the pr~irie.
With his . neck stretched out almost straight, he went
Tony Pedro, the treacherous guide, had a good quarter on, gradually increasing his speed, for the noble animal
of a mile the start of him, but that made no difference 'TaS now getting warmed up to it.
Wild was elated, for he mnv that he was gaining, rapidly
to our hero.
'
The black horse might be big and powerful, but -Spit- now.
io his partners.

4
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There was a long, level stretch of prairie ahead, with
not a tree or bush in sight.
About tluee miles had been covered, and Spitfire had
gained at least three hundred yards on the black horse.
To make it all the worse for the daring abductor, the
girl now began putting up a desperate fight.
While it did no good, as far as she getting the best of
him was concerned, it certainly retarded the progress of
the horse.
Wild could now see that the Broncho Queen had a rope
around her body that pinned her arms to her· sides.
Pedro must have performed the trick the moment he
seized her.
He was holding her about the waist with his left arm,
while his right hand held the reins and guided the horse.
Like an avenging Nemesis, the sorrel stallion swooped
down upon the laboring black horse, which was now going
in plunges.
If the rascally guide had not had the girl to interfere
with him he might have led Young Wild West a much
longer chase.
But, as it was, he was already beaten, and when he
looked back and saw the young deadshot gaining so rnpidly he realized it.
.
Suddenly he let go the bridle rein and then a revolver
appeared in his hand.
Crack!
The sharp report rang out, and our hero heard the hum
of the bullet.
But the distance was too far to make a revolver shot
1
effective.
"He thinks lie'll scare me, I guess," the boy thought, as
he kept right on. "Just wait till I get within a hundred
yards of him ! I'll be there in less than five minutes
110\V

!"

I

going to shoot the villain pretty soon. Try and land on
your feet when he let's go of you!"
But this was only a ruse on the part o\ om hero.
He did not intend to shoot the man, for he had made
up his mind to take him back to the ranch a prisoner.
Pedro did not relinquish his gr~sp upon the girl.
He was now holding both her and himself down close
to the horse's neck.
His right hand grasped the bridle rein and he was doing
his best to get his horse to a faster gait.
Young Wild West saw his chance.
Quickly swinging his rifle over his shoulder, lie got his
lariat ready.
Closer and closer he came to the black horse.
Pedro was not inclined to look back now.
Evidently he thought that he could not divert a bit 0£
attention from the horse he was trying to get to go faster.
It was a magnificent burst of speed that the sorrel stallion put himself to just then.
Th:e animal seemed to realize that now was the time
for his young master to act, and he wanted to help him.
Wild almost held his breath for a second when he saw
how quickly he was overtaking the black horse.
He began swinging his lariat in a circle over his head.
When the proper moment arrived he let it go.
Whizz !
I
The rope flew through the air and circled about until
the noose spread out.
TEen a twitch brought it down over the heads of both
the villain and his captive.
Wild quickly drew it taut, calling for his horse to stop
at the same moment.
·
The n~xt instant the black horse was galloping on,
minus its double burden.
Tony Pedro let go his hold upon the Broncho Queen
the instant he felt the rope flop around him.
Luckily the girl struck on her feet, but she could not
keep her balance, for the rope held her as tightly as it did
the villain, and she went rolling on the ground with him.
Young Wild West galloped to the spot, and, dismounting, placed a revolver close to t he hea.d of the villainous
guide.
"I reckon I've got you," he said, in his cool and eas¥
way. "Hold µp your hands, or off goes the top of your
head!"
Then with his left hand he jerked the noose loose.
Up went the man's hands as soon as he could get to a
sitting posture.
"I didn't think there was a horse living that could
catch me," he said, shaking his head, sadly. "That sorrel
is a regular fiend ."
"You are not the first galoot who has found that out,"
answered the young deadshot, as he assisted the girl to
her feet and removed the .rope from her.

He was right, for Spitfire seemed to have caught up
a still faster gait, and, like a meteor, he swept down upon
the scoundrel. r
Crack !
Pedro firec1 again.
Thi s time his bullet came dangerously close.
Wild brought his rifle to his shoulder.
He did not want to hit the man, but he thought he
had better let him know how straight he could shoot.
"Here goes your hat, you scoundrel!" he called out.
Then he took a quick aim and pulled the trigger.
Orang!'>
,
Pedro made a grab for his hat, but he was too late.
The bullet from our hero's rifle had pierced the crown
and knocked it from his head.
"I've got you, you sneaking coyote!" Wild called out.
"If you flre again at me I'll put the next bullet through
your head! I mean what I say !
The man's swarthy complexion quickly changed to one
of deep pallor.
Wild could see it from where he was.
CHAPTER III.
"Let me alone!" he cried. "The girl wants to go with
ARIETTA GROWS A BIT JEALOUS .
me. This is only an elopement."
The Broncho Queen, though badly shaken up from her
Then the Broncho Queen screamed out:
fall from the horse, was not bruised, and as she got upon
"No-no! Save me, Young Wild West!"
"I'll save you!" was the reply. "Just keep cool. I am ! her feet she turned to her gallant rescuer and exclaimed:

YOUNG WILD

'lrt~ST

.\ S ,

"'rhank you, Young Wild We~L ! I will never forget
you .for this!"
"Don't mention it, Miss Darling," Wild answered, not
taking his eyes from her vill ainous abductor, whom he had
<.;OYered with his revolver . "Your father said that there
was not a horse in this paxt of the country that could
catch the black, but I thought di:fl'erent. l\fy Spi tilre will
never let a horse beat him in a race, whether it i for fun
or for fair. It was for fair this time, and he won easily."
"He couldn't do it if I was alone in t he saddle," spoke
up the captured villain, who really seemed to feel worse
for being beaten in the thrilling race than he did from
being captured. "I may get the chance some time to show
you that what I say is true."
"You may, but I doubt it," our hero answered, coolly.
"I suppose you know what men of your stamp usually get
in this part of t he country, don't you?"
"Oh, I am not dead yet, Young Wild West!"
'l'ne villain actually smiled as he spoke, ·howing that
he was po ses ed of great coolness and nerve.
"l\Iiss Darling, please take llis shoot ers from him," said
Wild, not noticing the remark.
"Certainly, l\fr. We-t."
She did so very quickly.
"Now, just stand here and cover him till I go and catch
his horse. 'fhc black has stopped running, I see. If he
att empts to get a1yay, just break his leg with a bullet. I
reckon you know how to do it, all right ."
'"Yes, I can shoot," was the reply. "I wouldn't he ·itate to shoot him, either. The scoundrel! To think he
"'ould darn to abduct me in that way ! H e has been t rying
to make love to me ever since he came to the ranch, but I
never thought he was bad enough to do what he just
tried."
Wild saw that s1 e "·as perfectly able to t ake care o·f the
di armed man, so he mounted hi s horse, coiled h:is lasso
and started to catch the black horse.
The animal had not nm more than a couple of hundred
yards after being relieved of his double burden so suddenly, and he now stood cropping the rich grass.
\"'iTild rode lip and had no trouble in lassoing the horse,
and then he rode back, leading him, just as Cheyenne
Charlie and J im Dart dashed up, with Arietta and the
cow boy"s close behind.
Tony Pedro had not moved a foot, and when the cowboy acted as if they were going to show violence to him
Wild called out:
"Easy, boy ! Just tie his hands, and we'll t ake him
back to the ranch!"
Fedro's hands were quickly tied behind him.
But the cowboy were not satisfied with this. T1iey
bound his ankles together, too, and then they flung him
over the back of hi hor e, as though he mas nothing
more than a sack of potatoes.
'
"Oh!" exclaimed the Broncho Queen, running up and
seizing both of Arietta's hands. "You should have seen
hoTI" nice1y Young Wild West rode up and overtook the
villain. I think he is just grand, and so is his horse."
"That is right," Arietta retorted. "There is no one in
the world who is the equal of Wild."
"I'll bet you arc in love ·with him, by the way you talk,"

PTL1"1RIE P ILOT.

'TcnL on the Broncho Queen. " I don't see how a girl
could help falling in love with such a dash:i'n g young fellow as h if'. And so handsome, too !"
Arietta bit her lip.
She did not li ke to hear such words of praise from a girl,
for she could not h€lp thinking t hat Belle had an idea
that she could w.in Wild's affections.
But she forced a smile, and just then Wild led his horse
up and joined the two.
"I was just telling Miss Arietta how you r ode up like
ihe wind and caught me," said Belle, her eyes sparkling.
"Wasn't it grand? I lost all fear when I saw you gaining
so fa st. What a noble horse you have, Mr. West!"
"Ycs, I think .a great deal of Spitfire," he replied. " But
I guess we'll go back t o th e ranch now. I see the rest are
ready."
Then he swung himself into t he saddle and rode llp to
the side of his sweethear t, who was waiting fo r him.
But the Broncho Queen quickly t ook her place on t he
other side of him, and in thi s way they rode through the
timber strip and back to the ranch.
Charlie and Jim, and Anna and Eloise joined t hem at
t he head of the procession before they got to the house,
and all the t alk was ab-Out the thrilling race to save the
girl from her daring abductor.
When they dismounted in front of the house the cowboys brought the t raitor up and looked at Pete Darling
expectantly.
"Shall we hang him, boss ?" one of the men asked.
Wild looked at the ranchman and shook his head in t he
negative.
"No," answered Darling, slowly. "I reckon we can't
do that· very well. I fe el like :fillin' him full of "holes,
t hough ! But that wouldn't do, boys. It's too far ter take
him where he kin be tried an' sent up, so I reckon we'd
better give him ten minutes t er git out of sight. That's
ther hest way t er setUe it. There ain't been no r eal
harm clone, yer know."
This dicl not please the majority of the men much.
They had been t aught to take the law in their own
hands in such cases, and if they had been allowed to have
theiT way about it the chances are t hat it would hav.e gone
hard with the villain.
But afteF a little talk on the subject it was decided t o
give Tony P edro his liberty.
"You jest hand over that ndvance money I give yer an'
then see how quick yer can git away from here," said Pete
Darling, as he paused in front of the prisoner. "We'll git
ter our destination in Utah without any guide, I reckon.
Untie him, boys."
Tf1e villain brenthed a sigh of relid, for he had been
YeIJ' much worried as to what the outcome would be.
As soon as he was cut loose he placed his hand in his
pocket and produced the money he had received as an
advance payment for his services.
Handing it to th~ ranchman, he said :
"I couldn't help what I done. I fell in love with ther
gal almost as soon as I seen her, an' when I found that
she wouldn't have anythin g t er do with me, it only made
me want her all ther worse. Goodbye!"
"Good riddance!" called out the Broncho Queen, con-
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t emptuously. "Light out, now! I want to see Young
;\Vild West clip off a piece of yolli' hat with a bullet."
' P edro took his hat, which some one had picked up on
ithe way back, and, putting it on, mounted his horse.
"You are going to give me my shooters, ain't you?"
lie s::n·d .
"Give them to him/' said Wild, nodding to the cowboy
who had them in his possession.
This was done.
Then the villain looked at the Broncho Queen and
smiled signi£cantly, but made no remark to her.
Next he turned to our hero and exclaimed :
"I am going to try you in a race some time, Young Wild
West. You just remember that, ,Till you? I don't believe
that sorrel can beat my horse in a fair an' square race."
"You take my advice and keep out of my , ight," replied the boy. "I don't like you, Tony P edro."
"Ha, ha, ha! You don t like me, eh? Well, I certainly
have no love fo r ·ou. Goodbye till we meet again !"

PRAIRIE PILOT.

CHAPTER IY.
YOUNG WILD WEST BECOMES A PRAIRJE PILOT.

The man who had bought the ranch of Pete Darling
had not yet ::urivcd on the premises but he had hired six
of tlrn boyti 'Tho had been working there, and they w re to
look after things unlil he came.
Om frirncls were not long in finding out that there were
ju t eighi.qen people going to Utah, including Darling and
his wifo and daughter.
Of the. e there were only seven m n, the re t being
women anr1 e:hildren.
t d · tl whole ei'gh
f ..
B t f
u our · a.m.i 1ies were rcprcsen c m rn
h
teen.
Neel Lake \vas the only one who had no relatives
th
f t ere.
·
e
He had been working as a foreman for Darlmg hor
past year, and he declared t hat he mu t go with im to
the :Mecca thev hoped to find .
But it was ~ore than likely that the bright eyes of the
'l'hen he put spurs to the black, and away he went for
the timber.
Broncho Queen had more at raction fo r him than any
.
"Hurry him along a little, won't you, l\fr. West?" said place they could possibly find.
.After the abduction and rescue of the girl the bronchos
Belle Darling, running up to Wild.
"All rio-ht; I will, then," and, placing his rifle to his were driven into the corral and then an old-fashioned
shoul der, t he boy took a qui ck aim. and pulled t he trig- dance took place.

g r.
Orang!
As th e sharp report rang out Tony Pedro was seen to
clap his hand to the side of his head, and then all plainly
saw1 a piece of his hat drop to the ground.
'1 he Broncho Queen clapped her hands with delight.
"That is it! " r::he cried. "What do you think of that,
Arietta ?"
"Oh, that is nothing for Wild to do," was the reply.
"He can beat any one living at , hooting, or riding, either.
I know tha t for a certainty."
It was plain that Arietta did not much like the 1rny t he
girl talked and acted in regard to her dashing young lover.
While she lmew that Wild was not the kind to flirt, she
could not help feeling a little jealous, just because she
kn ew the girl had formed a strong liking for him.
But if he was a little jealou , she was not the only one
th ere.
'l'he hand omc, young cowboy who had first mentioned
th e fa ct that Belle Darling was .the "Broncho Queen" was
certainly in love with her, and to ee her showing so much
attention to Young Wild West made him feel anything
but pleasecl.
This young f ellow bore the name of Neel Lake, and he
certainly was worthy of th e girl's love.
She had encouraged him in his attentions, too; but just
now she seemed to have forgotten that he existed.
Arietta was not slow to notice this.
"The Broncho Queen is a flirt, " she inwardly commented . "I don't like a iiirt !"
It was about the middle of an afternoon in the fall of
tho year when our friends reached the ranch, where the jubilec was taking place, and they felt obliged to accept the
invitation to stay there over night and see the w~gon·
t rain start on it journey in the morning.

One of the older men of the party had a violin, which
he could play pretty well, and this furnished all the mu ic
that was needed.
Of course, our friends joined in the dance.
They were experts at thaL sort of thing, and after the
fir:;t dance Wilc1 was askc,1 by Darling to dance with Belle.
Ile could not yery well 1:efusP, so Arietta at once acceptcd the inYitatio~ of i\ ed Lake, who cemed to know
just who to ask about that time, and got in the same
set.
The Broncho Queen was in great spirits, and she danced
as she had never done before, so her mother declared.
But she had such a grnceful pal'tner that perhaps that
had something to do with it.
The fun kept up until it was time for supper, and then
the fiddler, having broken hi la. t bass string, declared
that they would have to quit, anyl10w.
It was not until they had nearly :finished eating the
meal, which wa quite an elaborate one, that Pete Darling
asked our friends where they were bound.
"Nowhere in particular," .Wild answered. "We are just
looking for excitement and adventure."
"I wish you was goin' our way," the ranchman aid,
shaking his head. "I bet you could pilot us through over
the prairie, all right."
"Why couldn't we do it, Wild?" , poke up Cheyenne
Charlie. "We know thcr way to ther Colorado River as
\rc11 as any one, I reckon."
"Well, I see no rea on why we shouldn't go, providing
th y want us to," our hero answered.
"Want yer to!" echoed Darling, jumping up an d bringing h.iR band down upon the table with such force that
the clisheR danced. , "Want yer ter pilot u over in Utah,
ch? Great rattlesnakes! J est say you'll do it, Young
Wild West, an' I'll pay yer well fur it."
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<.'Y\'e'll clo it, and you won't•pay us a cent," said Wild, horses all the rest we can. It is tough work pulling the
smiling nt him. "I'll be your prairie pilot, all right. '11 here heavy schooners over the prairie."
"Right yer are, Wild," replied Pete Darling. "Yo u
is no telling but. that we may strike lots of excitement on
the way, and that is what we are looking for, a I said a know your business all right."
little while ago."
During all this time Hop Wah, the clever Chinaman,
" Hooray!" shouted the pleased man, and the male mem- had remained pretty quiet.
But after the halt was made, and they had eaten dinner,
bers of the party joined him in giving a genuine cowboy
yell, right at the table.
he bega:o. to get on very friendly tern:s with some cf the
Arietta was the only one who did not look exactly men.
pleased.
The old man who had played t he fiddle for the dance
She noticed that Belle Darling apearcd to be delighted, was very joky with the Chinaman, and when he found that
and that was probably the reason why.
Hop could give him a pretty good answer every time ho
But she did not say anything, of course.
became more interested in him than ever.
"What is the matter, Et?" Wild said that night, as they
"What's your right name, Hop?" he asked him.
got together on the porch. "You seem to be downhearted
"JHe name Hop Wah; come fl.om China, so be," was the
about something. Tell me what is troubling you."
reply. "Y\rhatte you light name?"
"I wish you hacl not offered to pilot these people across
"My name are Ben Hope."
the prairie, Wild," she answered, her face flushing.
"life be'n hopee you likee um namee, allce samee," and
"Why not, little one?" and the boy loo keel surprised.
the Celestial grinned.
"Well, I-I don't know exactly why, bnt--"
"Ra, hn, ha ' 'rhat's a good one ! Say, what do you
"Say, I'll bet I know what's the matter with you-you know, anyhow?"
are getting jealous 0£ the Broncho Queen! Now let . me
"l\fc know how play um nicet:! lillee gamee dlaw pokee,
tell you something. That is nonsen e ! You ought to so be."
know that I only care for one girl, and that you are the
"Yer do, eh?"
one. Belle seems to think that she ought to treat me nice
because I saved her to-clay from that villainous guide. That
It so h~ppened tha~ old Ben ~ope always had a sort
is all there is to it. You don't see me acting spoony with or hankermg for a little gamblmg now and then, and
her do vou?"
when he heard Hop say he could play draw poker he
,;No, hnt she acts very much as though she would like l thought he had found a victim.
.
But Hope was. not th e only .man m the crowd who
you to," the girl retorted, coming right out with it.
"Why, that young fellow called Ned Lake is engaged to liked to ?amble. :v1th cards and dice.
.
her, so her father told me just before supper. You can bet
That is a fa1lrng that a great many of the old plamsshe will marry him, too !"
men have.
"Well, she can, for all I care. I mean to show her that
It did not take him more than :five minutes to get two
she is not the only 0rrirl who can rope a mustang before I others, who were eager to have a little game, and t hen
the four went in the shade behind one of the wagons and
get through ."
"Good! I want you to. I understand that old man were i'eady for business.
"I've got a deck 0:£ cards, but ther :£our 0:£ hear·ts is
Darling is going to take along twenty 0:£ the unbroken
horses. We' can have a little fun now and then on the missin'," said one of them, as he took a very greasy pack
way, if nothing else turns up to keep us busy."
0:£ cards from his pocket.
Arietta was in a much better frame of mind a:£ter hav"Me allee samee gottee plenty goodee cards," Hop aning a talk with her sweetheart.
swered, and so he had, for he was really a professional
She believed in him, but at the same time she did not .card sharp, and the man to beat him at draw poker had
like it because ihe Broncho Queen was trying to be sweet to get up very early in the morning, to use the exon him.
pression.
The next morning the party got ready for the .start.
"Them's what yer kin call cards," observed one of
Three old-fashion ed prairie schooners had been fitted the men, shaking his head in a satisfied way. "How
up and the axles well greased for a long trip of two hun- much money have yer got, Mister Heathen?"'
dred miles over the plains and mountains.
Hop quickly drew a handful of gold and silver from one
Tho i::oocls and chattels of t he four families were stowed of his capacious pockets.
away ii~ the wagons, ancl, with four stout hotses to each
"Me all ee 8amee got plenty," answered the Chinaman,
one, they set out, the cowboys, who were to remain on smiling blandly.
the ranch, giving them a rousing sencloff.
"I'll tell yer what we'll do," said Ben Hope, winking
It was rather slow traveling for our friends, but they at the other two. "We'll play a two-dollar freeze-out
had not ind.ul gec1 in anything like it for some time, and game, only jack pots. What do yer say, boys?"
"What limit?" asked one.
thev rather enjo~red it.
They kept at it pret ty well until noon, and then a halt
"Ten cent limit an' :five ante."
was made.
"Lat velly nicee lillee gamee," Hop cl ecl:ued.
"I reckon we had better take a rest 0:£ two hours," Wild
So it was settled that they would pfay it that way, an d
said to the ranclmum, who was the acknowledged leader of they got a wagon seat for a table and sat clown around
the band of travelers. . "We will gain more by giving the it.
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It wh not very long before there were some interested
spectators, among whom were Wild and ChaTlie.
O'ur hero knew well that the clever Chinaman would
swindle the men out of all the money they had, if they
would play long enough with him.
But he decided to let the game go on, and at the finish
malce Hop give back his winnings.
"Only jackee pot, so be?" said Hop, as he carefully
shuffled the cru:ds.
"That?s it!" the fiddler exclaimed.
"Allee light. No open um 'less um got pair of jacks
or bettee."
H e won the deal and then the game began.

CHAPTER V.
THE TWO STRANGERS.

To look at Hop ·w ah just then, one would have thought
he was a very innocent Celestial, who was ambitious to
lea;i·n the great American game of draw poker, and that
he was t rying to make out that he knew something about
it, just to get the privilege of playing with the "Melican"
men.
'l"lhe ante of five cents was put up, and then Hop allowed the man on his right to cut t he cards, after which
he proceeded to deal them around, one at a time, in accordance with the rules of the game.
The man next to the one who had put up the ante found
himself the possessor of a pair of jacks, and he promptly
opened it and bet the limit of ten cents.
It so happened that the others had pairs, so t hey came
in, as a matter of course.
Hop also liad a pair.
It was a pair of aces, too, and he knew he was going
to have them before he saw them, for he had fixed the
··
cards that way.
H e also knew that he was going to get the other two
aces on the draw.
That was a sure thing, as his sleight-of-hand abilities
permitted him to get just what cards he wanted, when
he was the dealer.
When it was some one else's deal he usually had t he
winning cards up his sleeve, or somewhere else, handy.
Each of the players drew three cards, and they each got
a pair to correspond with the one they had.
Hop got his aces, and he had the best hand out, of
course.
Then the betting went around, each man raising it the
limit as it came bis t urn.
Four of a kind was a big hand, and as no one 1.'"Uew that
any one held such a hand but himself, it was only natural t hat each should feel that he was a sur e winner.
They kept it up with dogged determination until each
had exhausted his two dollars.
Then it came a showdown.
" I reckon I'll scoop ther pot," said Ben H otJe, as he
i=: howed four kings. "I wish it was a game of no limit,
blamed if I don't! I'd clean you fellers out!"
v

" Thunder!" exclaimed one of the others, as he showed
four queens. "I thought I had ther pot."
"And so did I ," chimed in the other, as he showed his
four jacks.
"You makee velly muchee mistakee, so be," remarked
Hop, smiling blandly; and then he laid down hi s four
aces. "Me havee takee in um pot, so be. Velly nicee lillee
game fl.eeze-out, allee samee."
The Chinaman's victims looked at each other in silence for a moment.
"Boys," saicl Hope, "he said he knowed how ter play
draw poker, didn't he?"
"He saTtinly did say that," answered one of the men.
"Well-he does!"
The old fiadler got up as he spoke.
"I reckon you picked up the wTOng man, gentlemen,"
said Young Wild West, smiling at them. "I may as well
tell you that Hop is a professional card sharp. He could
beat the man who invented cards, if he had the chance
to pla.y with him. Don't play any more with him. He
will win all t he money you have got if you do. Hop, now
...
give them back their money."
"Allee li ght, :M:isler Wild," Hop said_, meekly.
Then he handed them each two dollars and walked away
from the spot, shaking his head sadly.
None of the victims wanted to take back their money,
but when Wild impressed it on their minds that what
he told them was right they accepted it.
"It would only have served us right if he'd cleaned us
out of all we had,'' said Hope. "We took him fur a greenhorn, an' we expected ter 'vin his money."
"Well, you can't always judge a man by the clothes he
wears, you know," our 'hero remarked.
"No; nor by his pigtail, either," added Hope, with a
chuckle. ,
A quiet rest :followed, and when the time 'vas up the
party set out again over the prajrie.
T oward th e middle of the a.iternoon they aw timber
ahead, and Young Wild West made up his mina that t hey
would try ancl reach it before dark.
Their water supply was rather limited, and where there
is timber there is apt to b~ water.
It was near sunset when they came to the timber, and
then, much to the satisfaction of all hands, they found a
brook.
The vter in it was pure and cool, and that was all that
was required.
"Now," said our hero, addressing the male members of
t he party, "I reckon we will fix things ju t as though we
were expecting an attack from redskins or outlaws. There
is nothing like being prepared, you know."
"That's right," answered Pete Darling, nodding his approval. "I agree with yer on that, Wild."
'Dhe wagons were drawn up in a . semi-circle and the
horses were left to graze on t he luxuriant grass at the
edge of the woods.
While the men were at work preparing for the night
the children gathered wood and then fires were lighted
and the women proceeded to cook the evening meal.
The pilgrims were happy in the anticipation of reaching the land they were heading for, as account of it had
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been heaxd by- them, and t hey all ~xpected to do well asked which theJ preferred, coffee or tem,, the~ took both,
there.
each ·drinking two or t hree cups.
Young Wild West had not told them his opinion of it,
After they were t hrough, and one of the men had furbut if he had it would have been that he did not think it nished them with t obacco for t heir pipes, Wild started in
one bit better than the place they had left.
to question them a little.
But that made no difference.
He learned that their names were Dave Mott and Rip
The most of them had sold out, and they had money Howard, but beyond what one of th~m had already told he
could learn nothing.
,
enough to stock up with when they got settled.
It was really the idea of Pete Darling to go prospecting
As he expected, they asked permission to stay all night
when he reached what he considered was the gold-bearing in the camp, and when Darling readily gave it, our hero
Tegion..
made up his mind to keep a watch on them, or to see to it
·
But he had not mentioned this to any one, and he did that some one did.
All this t ime the Broncho Queen had been rather quiet.
not intend to until what he thought was the proper time.
She had condescended to pay a little more attention to
The evening meal was eaten and then it began to grow
Ned Lake, and consequently the young cowboy foreman
daTlc
The horses, even to the unbroken bronchos, seemed t o was made very happy.
Since Arietta had shown her jealousy Wild had paid
be perfectly contented, and it seemed hardly necessary to
little
or no attention t o what Belle had said to him, and
keep a watch on them.
Not long after daTk the sounds made by horses ap- she had probably understood.
The evening passed away, and soon it came time for the
proaching was heard, and in less than a minute later two
travelers to retire for the night.
strangers rode up to the camp.
The two strangers had not had much t o say, and as soon
They were cowboys, by the looks of them, though they
as they found t he rest were turning in they sought their
appeared to be awfully dirty and unkempt.
Young Wild West sized them up quickly, as he always blankets and went to sleep.
But they did not intend to sleep there all night, as will
did strangers, and he came to the conclusion that there
be
seen.
was something wrong about them.
There was a certain hunted look about them, which suggested the probability of their having committed some
kind of a crime.
CHAPTER VI.
"Good evenin', people," said one of them, politely, as
they drew rein and halted in the light of the big fire that
TONY PEDRO MEETS AN OLD FRIEND.
had been left burning in the centre of the camp. "I reckon you've got a bite ter eat fur a couple of galoots like us,
When the bullet from You~g Wild West's rifle cut a
ain't yer? We seen your light here, a.n' we started fur it piece from his hat, his joy at getting off so easily was
right away, 'cause we ain't had a square meal in about a turned to fear, and his one desire just t hen was to get
week."
out of sight.
"I reckon yer kin have all yer want ter eat, strangers,"
Now he breathed easier, for he felt that he was safe.
"Dandy, to-day is the first time you ·ever failed me,"
Pete Darling replied, as he scanned them closely. "Where
do yer hail from?"
he said, speaking to his horse. "But I don't suppose it
"We belonged ter Dixon's ranch, which is about a· hun- 'was altogether your fault. You had to carry two, and I
dred miles from here," the other fellow answered. "I say was handicapped so I couldn't manage yciu right. But, old
belonged, 'cause I don't s'pose we do now, fur Dixon is boy ! I know there wasn't another horse there outside of
one of ther"kind what don't like men what goes on a spree Young Wild West's that could catch you. But I'll show
an' don't 'tend ter business. We was helpin' ter drive a that young galoot something before I am through with
big herd ctf cattle off ther railroad track, an' when he him!"
struck a ranch where they had whisky ter sell me an' Dave
He patted t he horse on the neck, which showed t hat he
dropped behind an' got drunk. Then we got on ther loved the animal, in spite of t he fact t hat it had failed to
. .
wrong trail, 'cause it was in ther n\ight time, an' we get him away with his captive.
Once through the timber, the villain changed bis course,
sorter got lost. My ! But I'm putty hungry, I kin tell
yer !"
r
a.nd in a very few minutes he was riding in t he direction
"Well, blamed if yer don't look hung.ry," the ranchma.n he knew the wagon train would take t he next morning.
declared. "Ther wimmen folks will git yer somethin' ter , Tony Pedro had not give ,up hopes of getting the Broncho Queen yet !
eat right away."
The scoundrel was really in love with the girl, and being
Darling believed that the man had t old the truth in
what he said, and he was ready to help them all he could. of the type that will stoop very low in order to gain his
point, he was but waiting for the chance to capture the
But Wild did not believe what they said.
He had set them down as crooks the moment he got a girl again.
square look at them, and he seldom made a mistake.
Then he, too, want ed to get square with the dashing
But tlrnre was one thirrg about it-and that was the two boy, who had frust rat ed him.
men certainly were very hungry.
He did not stop t o think that if it had not been for the
They ate the food given them ravenously, and when same boy Iw r.night have been lynched.
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But Tony Pedro was not that kind.
He neve1: gave any one credit for anything good; it was
what was bad for him that he treasured up against them.
"I'll bent that sorrel in a square race with Dandy!" he
exclaimed, under his breath. "Then I'll kill Young Wild
West afterward ! That's the programme. Now to get
the chance to carry it out ."
The villain rode on until darkness overtook him.
He had not seen a solitary thing that looked like civilization since he had left the ranch behind the strip of
woods.
"It is rather tough to stop here on the open prairie all
night," he thought. "But it won't be the first time I have
Jone it. If I only had some grub with me it wouldn't be
so bad. Well, I'll have to make the best of it, for I want
to get a chance at Young Wild West. And I want Belle
Darling. I reckon that is enough to make me put up
with what t hey call privations."
He took the saddle from his horse and hobbled him, so
he could not stray far, and then he sat down on his blanket.
, It seemed that t he villain was in luck, for he had not
been there more than twenty minutes before he heard a
horse coming t hat way.
P edro ,sprang to his feet.
"Hello!" he exclaimed. "I reckon I ain't ther only
one out here on ther prairie in ther dark."
Then he Eaw the outlines of a ho1:se and rid1tr.
' horse, for
It was evident that the stranger had seen his
he was riding slowly in the direction of the spot where it
was grazing.
"How are yer, stranger?" Pedro called out, not caring
much whether it was friend or foe.
"Ugh!" exclaimed the .rider, bringing his mustang to a
suddei\ halt.
"Hello, Injun ! Got anything to eat with yer ?"
It was an Indian, sure enough, and Pedro did not hesitate to step out to him.
'
"Tony P edro! Me glad to see !" and with that the redskin dismounted and put out both hands.
"Why, if it ain't Jack Soldier Coat, I'll eat my hat!".
cried the treacherous guide. "Jack, I'm mighty glad to
meet you ! Where are you bound?"
"Me have to get away from little town putty quick; me
fiteal horse," said the Indian, nodding to his mount.
"Did you come far?"
"More t han fifty miles, Tony."
The redskin was an Apache, and he could speak very
good English.
But it happened that he and Tony Pedro had met before ; and that they bad been engaged in unlawful pursuits
together, so it was only natural that they should be delighted to see each other.
"What you do here, Tony?" Jack Soldier Coat asked.
"Oh, I got chased away from a crowd I was going to
pilot over into Utah, Jack. I fell in love with a nice girl,
nnd I was fool enough to try and get away with her. But
a boy they call Young Wild West had a mighty fast horse,
and he caught me. They was goin' to bang me, but they
changed their minds an' let me go. I ain't got a mouthful
to eat, though."

"J\Ie got grub; Mile 'rnter, too."
"Good! I'll never forget you, Jack, if you share a little of it with me. I'll put you in the way of getting hold
of a whole lot of money, too, if yon will stick to me."
"Me stick to Tony, you bet!"
The rascally redskin then attended to his horse.• after
which he produced a bag of provisions and a water jug,
which was about half :full.
The food was very coarse, but Tony was hungry and
he made a hearty meal of it and swallowed it do~-u with
a draught of water that was almo t lukewarm.
The Indian ate with him, and when they got through
the repast all there was left was a couple of loaves of very
hard corn bread and some salt.
"We get plenty game to-morrow,' 1 said Jack Soldier
Coat. "The timber is over there."
"That's right, Jack. That is just the way I want to go.
I want to get to some good hiding place and wait till the
wagon train I was going to take through comes along.
Then we will work a little strategy and steal the money
the men have got. I suppose Young Wild West will be
with them, too, though I never heard anything said about
it. But it strikes me that way; an' he's ther galoot I want
to lay low for catcbin' me to-day."
"Me help. Me very good to steal when palefaces no
see," the Indian assured him, meaning, that he was a very
good sneak thief.
"All right, Jack. My! but ain't I glad I met you! I
couldn't have met a better one, if I had called out ther
one I wanted to jine me. You stick to me, and you'll
come out all right. If anybody comes along after the
horse you stole you kin bet I'll stand by you, if I go under
for it."
The villainous Apache smiled and looked pleased.
"Tony Pedro is a good· friend," he said. "We stay together. Tony will help me and I will help Tony.'}
The two remained there until morning.
Then they at once left and headed for the northwest,
where the timber lay.
They could see it ahead of them as the sun got a little
way up, and then they knew they could reach it in less
than two hours.
"We'll shoot somethin' for breakfast, Jack," said Tony.
mrhen we'll be all right. I reckon that will be a good
place to wait for the wagon train, too."
"Woods a very good place," the Indian answered.
It was not more than an hour from the time they
mounted when they came to the timber.
Here they found water, and then they started in to hunt
for some game.
Both were what might be called good shots, and in less
than half an hour they had bagged a jack rabbit and three
partridges.
Then they quickly prepared the game for cooking and a
fire was started.
"We can't eat it all now, though 1'm mighty hungry,"
Tony declared. "It will come in good before the day is
over, most likely, so we will take with us what we don't
want now."
When the partridges and rabbit were cooked they ate
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heartily, and then stowed the rest away in the bag Lhe Iregular breathing of some of the sleepers they grew restredskin had.
less and eager to ply their trade.
"Dave," said Howard, in a whisper, "we ought tcr L·e
. "Now I reckon we'll go on a little ways and find a good
pl ace to wait for the wagon train," said 'l'ony.
able ter make a putty good haul here, hadn't we?"
"Better wait here," suggested the Indian, who seemed
"Yes," was the reply. "They appear ter be like a go0c1to t hink he was safe from pursuit. "This very good place. natured lot of innercents."
If the wagon train starts this morning it will be nig)lt
"Well, I tell yer what you do. You crawl out ~ n ' git
ther horses ready, an' then see what you kin git in th er
when it gets here. They no come fast like us."
"That's so. I reckon you're right. Well, we will look line of grub ter take along. There's two haunches of 1·eniaround here and :find about where they will put up when son hanging over there, bein' sniokecl, an' yer kin git
they get here. I suppose that is about the pla:ce, over them all right. I'll look fur money."
There were two haunches of venison being smoked, all
there at the edge of the woods. There is the brook, and
right.
there. is .the grass for their horses. Well, I suppose we
.A deer had been shot by one of the men jllSt before
may as well stay right here and pend the biggest part of
t he day in hunting game. We will salt and smoke enough dark, and they were getting the meat in condition t o save
to last us two or three days, for in case we have to go for a ttme when they might not be able to get anything
on there is a mighty long stretch, where the game is as fresh .
,T'he two unthankful men waited a while, and then they
scarce as hen's teeth."
both crept away in the darkness.
"That right, Tony," nodded the .Apaclrn.
It so happened that neither of the tlj.ree. watchers. were
They did remain there all day-or in the near vicinity,
looking
that way just then.
rather, and as night came on they had a good supply of
But
they
could not hope to escape the vigilance of Cheyprovender on hand, in the way of venison, birds and rabenne
Charlie
very long.
bits.
Dave
Mott
made straight for the place where the horses
It was just before dark when the Indian sighted the
was
stealthy enough to gef them 1mloosened
were,
and
he
wagon train coming.
and
readv
to
be
mcunted.
He ran back into the woods to the little gully they had
He ev~n got them away from the rest and into the
chosen for their camping place and informed his villainous
woods,
for t he guards were not expecting anything to hapcompanion.
pen so near them as that.
"Good!" exclaimed Tony. "We will watch where they
But Rip Howard was not so successful in doing his part
will stop. It will be right at the edge of the woods, about
of the game.
three hundred yards from here, I'll bet !"
He had just reached the side of the sleeping leader of
And so it was, too. The villainous guide hit it just
the emigrants, and was about to put his hand in his pockright.
ets, when a hand gripped him by the back of the neck and
Tony Pedro was delighted.
he was pulled backward.
"Now, if they don't guard their camp too strong, we'll
"You measly coyote!" exclaimed a voice. " So you're
do something to-night, Jack," he said.
a thief, are yer? Well, I reckon you'll hang from a limb
afore you're many minutes older. Hey, there ! Look out
fur ther other galoot!"
One of the guards ran to the spot where the two men
OHAP'I'ER VIL
had been lying, and, of course, they found that there was
no one there.
THE VILLAINS GET TOGETHER.
Charlie did not want to rouse the entire camp.
He thought they would be able to handle the t wo r asYoung Wild West was one of the first to hun in to get
cals quite easily.
some sleep.
But Howard was a very slippery fellow.
Cheyenne Charlie and two of the men belonging to the
Suddenly he made a quick move and tore himself away ~
wagon train were going to do the first trick at watching from his capto:r, leaving his coat behind him.
the camp, so he felt perfectly at ease.
Charlie stood for a second with the coat in his hand,
He knew that with either the scout or Jim Dart on and then he darted after the clever villain.
guard things would be bound to be all right, in case of
But he was just unlucky enough to catch his toe in a
anything turning up.
root, and down he went at full length.
But let us turn our attention to the men who had given
Rip Howard dashed straight for the place where he
their names as Dave Mott and Rip Howard.
knew his companion would have the horses.
'l'hough they really were tired out, neither of them went
He hit it just right, and as Dave Mott had already
to sleep.
mounted, after hearing the voice of the scout, he started
They were nothing more than a pair of villains, and as off through the woods the moment Howard got there.
"This way, Rip!" he exclaimed in a low tone of voice.
well as they had been used by the travelers, they felt that
they must rob them of what they could and steal off in the "We've got ter ride fur our lives now."
His companion made no reply, but he got on the back
darkness.
When all was still in the camp, and they could hear the of his liorse with remarkable quickness, :rnd away he went.
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Th e bro men \\'ere no part icu hlr j u.'t what way th ey
wen t, ::,o lo ng as t hey coulcJ hep in Lhc 1roocls an d out of
th e ll'ay of Young Wild 'IVest anr1 h is fri rnck
But they did n ot ride very far through the darkness before two fo rms confronted them and a muffled voice called
out :
"Halt!"
There was an opening in the foliage just at that point,
and Mott and Howard could see the .two men quite distinctly.
They also caught the glimmer of something bright in
the h and ~ of one of them.
Realizing that they were covered, they promptly r eined
in their horse. .
"TTgh ! Wh ere palefaces go so fast?"' asked one of the
men, as he caught Mott's horse by the bridle and kept
him covered with a revolver at the same time.
"Not so loud, Jack!" said the other man. "We are
pretty close to that camp, you know."
H e had Howard covered, and he quickly got hold of his
horse.
They were Tony Pedro and his Indian friend, Jack
Soldier a.oat, as the reader could · guess without half trying.
The two rascally men had come straight to the camp
of the villainous pair.
"If yer want ter rob us, go ahea.d," said Mott, who was
the first to recover himself. "But hurry about it! We've
j est been tryin' t er do som ethin' in that line ourselves, an'
we got catched an' had ter light out. You'd better look
out, or Youn g Wild West an' his pards will be here in a
jiffy. We ain't got three doll ars between ther t wo of us!"
" That's right," spoke up Howm:d. "We're thieves oursel ves, boys."
Tony lowered his revolver.
There was so much earnestness about them that he was
forced to believe them.
"So you are thieves, are you ?" he said, still speaking in
a low voice. "Well, you can join us, then. Four can get
alon g better than two, I reckon."
"But we don't want ter stay as close to that camp as all
this," declared Mott. "Ther first thing yer know that fellet tbey call Cheyenne Charli e will be h ere; an' th ere's no
iellin' bow many he'll have with him. If yer want us ter
stay ivith yer jest git your horses an' come on a mile or
so."
"Well, I reckon we'll go with yer, if there's any danger
of 11s bein' found here. What clo yer say, Jack?"
<<Tony don't want Young Wild West to know that he is
lir.re," was th e reply.
"That's right. Get the saddles on the horses. I'll
'rntch th ese galoots to make sure that. they a.re not playing
·
us for fools."
"You'll finc1 out th at we're all right, pard," an swered
H o,rnrd. "But don't be ther means of let tin' us git cat chec1
by t hem people back the1·e. They took us in an' give us
a good supper .; an' then we had t er try an' rob 'em. But
it wouldn't work, an' here we are, very lucky t er git that
far ."

" Th ey r,oulan· t h elp kn ow in· th at \\'C had ·c m. "
"Well. yer don't hear ·em cornin', do yeri' ''
H oward admilled Lhat he did not.
The fa ct "·as that Olrnrlie had not tr ied to fol low them
into Hie woods after he heard t he sounds of their horses'
hoofs as they rode away into the darkness of th e timber.
He quickly found out that no real harm had been don e
by the t wo rascals.
But the slight noise that had been made had aroused
both Wild and Jim, whose ears wer e very susceptible to
unusual sounds, whether they were asleep or awake.
When t hey found out that th e t wo men had tried to
rob some one in the camp, and then light out, they agreed
with Charlie that it was best to let them go, and be o.n
the lookout for them later on.
Meanwhile Jack Soldier Coat got the two horses ready,
and also th eir few belongings.
Mott and Howar d were on pins and n eedles, to use the
expres~ion, while they h ad to wait.
It was only a short time, but it seemed very long to
them.
The four rode off together, the Indian leading and Tony
fetching up the rear.
It was evident that t he two latter were just the least
bit suspicious of the pair that had joined them so suddenly.
When they had covered about two miles they r eached a
very thick part of th e woods, where t he foliage was o
dense that t he li ght from the st ars could not penetrat e.
"I reckon we'll stop here," said Tony, as he brought
his horse to a halt. "Hold on, Jack. There's no use in
going an y further."
"That's right, Tony," was the redskin's reply. "This
plenty good enough."
"Yes, this are good enough," observ&d Dave Mott.
"Now, t hen, I reckon we'll git better acquainted with
each other. You two :fellers is r obbers, or yer wouldn't
have stopped us at their p'ints of your shooters. Me an'
my pards is jest ther same kind of stuff, so there yer
are !''
"All r ight," answered Tony. "Just t ell us ·your names."
This they did, and then they learned who the Indian
and the white vill ain were. ·
AfLer finding a suitable place to stop for the night they
got it in shape, and t hen they t alked in low tones for over
an hour, an.cl th e r esult was that both pairs became satisfied that they could not have done bett er th an to have met.
Mott and Howarcl were of tb e neaking class of villains
to be found in all parts of th e world.
While they would put u~ a pretty stiff fi ght if cornerecl,
they would sooner run away from bullets than face t hem.
They admitted all t his, bu t T ony was satisfied.
"You help me an' J ack an. we'll all get hold of a big
pile of mon ey," h e said.
CHAPTER VIII.
ARTETTA's GREAT SHOOTING.

"Well, I reckon they wouldn't try ter cat ch yer in the
Our fri ends were up bright and earl y th e n est morndark, n ot if they knowed you had your horses."
. ing.
,/

/
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Then Belle fired t\\"icc and one dropped.
The sun came up like a great red ball, which gave promAt tlic sarne time Anna and Eloi e let go with their
isc of a hot day, with very little breeze.
Wild did not know exactly how far the timber extended, double-barrelled shotguns, a11d Ii ve went down.
"Thafs eight that I know of." said Wild.
so he advised· that the water barrels be filled, and that
"An' Belle only got one," repiied Darling, shrnggir::g
game should be shot in plenty to stock up for a two days'
ride over the prairie, where there would be little to be his shoulucrs. "She was a leet.le bit slow, I reckon. Bu t
there's more birds there. J est 'rnit till she gits woke up."
found bi1t very short grass.
Wil d callccl Hop and Wing and toltl them to go out anu
His advice was acted upon, and when they emerged
from the timber shortly after ten o'clock, and saw noth- pick up the fallen birds.
Meanwhile the girls continued on throug h the sageing but the rolling plain before them, the party was well
brush.
supplied for the next two or three days.
Th ey spread out about t"\\o hundred fee,t apart and hdd
As we have tated, it wa rather slow work traveling
with prairie schooners, but our friends had made up th eir t heir guns in readiness.
It was not long before another flock got up.
minds to stick it out, and they tried to find something to
Orang! Bang ! Orang ! Bang- bang !
pass the time.
The rifles and shotguns spoke and several of the rlirds
Hop Wi}S induced to show some of his sleight-of-hand
bu ine ·s every time they came to a halt to rest the horses, "·ere seen to drop.
But they were inst a lit tl e too far a'ray for Wild and
and he was. very amusing to those who had never seen him
the rest at th e camp to count how many.
do such things.
H owever, both our hero and Darling could not help seeWhen noon came they halted and prepared to rest until
that Arietta was doing almost the entire work "·ith
ing
Utah
he
t
each
r
would
they
two o'clock. Wild figured that
the rifle.
line by noon the next day.
Anna and Eloise were knocking two and three at a time
But the part that P ete Darling and his friends 1.anted
to go to would necessitate another day and a half's jour- with th eir shotg1ms, for the sage hens kept close together
when they flew away, and it was easy to do it.
ney at the least .
The four girls kept up the hunt for nearly an hour, the
There was quite a patch of sagebrush off to the left of
the spot they had halted at, and after dinner 'Arietta two Chinamen following along and gathering up th e
,
game.
picked up her rifle and said :
When they finally came back to the camp there was a
"I have an idea that there is some game over there.
I am going to try my lu ck. Sage hens are not bad eating, gleam of triumph in Ari etta's blue eyes.
1
The Broncho Queen, on the other hand, looked disgustyou know."
ed.
"Go ahead, Et," an swered our hero.
"Well, I reckon we've got enou gh ter make all hands
"Can't we go, too, Arietta?" asked Anna, as she hassick of chi cken fur a while," remarked Pete ,Darling,
tened to get a hotgun.
"Certainly. Th e' more the better, for then we may be lookin g at the game, as it was dropped to the ground.
"Count them up, H op," mid Wild.
able to shoot · enough for all hands to have a taste."
The Celestial qui ckly did so.
Eloise got her shotgun, too.
"Allee samee, tle:µty -eight, so be," he said.
'rhen Belle Darling picked up her rifle.
"I dropped seven of them," spoke up Arietta, looking
" I may as well go, too," she said, smiling at Arietta. "I
at Wild and smiling.
have often shot birds with my ril:le."
"And I am sure I shot eleven," chimed in Anna. "T
"The four of us ought to get enough, if there are any
never bad such luck at shooting birds before. I dropped
there," was the reply.
Young Wild West's sweetheart meant to show the Bron- thre at one hot."
"Well, as far as I can tell, eight of th em fell before me,"
cho Queen' that she would have to get a hu tle on her if she
Eloi e said, modestly. '"Ihat is very good for me, I think.
wanted to keep up with her.
Arietta certainly was an expert at that particular kind But they flew just right, and I coutdn't help hitting
l
them."
of shooting.
"That makes twenty-six that you three dropped, then,"
" Jaw we will see something, I reckon," observed P ete
Darling, ::i s th e four girls st arted for the sagebrush. " Belle ob ervecl the Broncho Queen. "H there are only twentywill git her share of ther chicken , if .there's any of 'em eight altogether, I could not have shot any more than
there, an' yer kin bet on that. Two of 'em has got shot- two."
"What' ther matter with yer to-day, Belle ?" her fathe r
gun , but tlrnt won't count much ag'in her, though."
"We will wntch them from here, and count the bird s we asked. "I noticed that yer was wastin' considerable powsee drop," answered our hero, as be climbed up on th e cl er out there. You've gone an' let all ther rest beat yer."
"I didn't have the same luck that they did," was the
front of one of the wagon , where the ranchman was seatretort.
eel. smoking l1is pipe.
"I'll admit that there was some luck about it," Arietta
The girls bad hardly reached the edge of the feeding
gr<'hrnd for the kind of birds they were looking for when said, quietly. "But I never pull a trigger unless I am
sure I have got my bird covered. I don't shoot and uea flo ck arose and flew strnight away from them.
Arietta fired twice before either of the others pulled a pe11c1 on luck to make the bullet strike the mark."
This was a cutting one, and Belle winced.
trigger, and two sage hens were een to drop.
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But ~he ·laughed good naturedly, however.
"Suppose we try shooting at something else?" she suggested. "Then we will see how much luck there is about
it. There are a couple of empty tomato cans over there.
Have some one to throw one of them up for you, and let's
see how many times you can hit it before it strikes the
ground."
"Very well," Arietta answered, quickly. "Wild, you
throw it up for me."
"Certainly.~'

The young deadshot picked up one of t e cans, which
had been emptied of their contents a short time before,
and got ready.
Arietta put some fresh cartridges in the magazine 0£ her
rifle, and th·en she called out that she was reacly.
The girl was just in her element now.
She always liked to do fancy shooting, and she took delight in it on this occasion, beca:use she felt sure that
she could beat the Broncho Qu·een.
"Are you ready, Et?" a ked Wild.
"Yes; throw up the can."
Up it went as high as the boy coulcl throw it.
Arietta. caught it before it got to its height and then
she began firing rapidly.
Three times she pulled the trigger before the can
touclied the ground, and when Ned Lake ran and picked
it up he could easily count three marks on it.
"That's what I call shootin' some l" he exclaimed.
"Belle, yo u'll have ter git a hustle on yer ter come up
ter that."
"Oh, I don't expect to come up to it," was the reply.
"I never thought I was a champion shot. My best game
is with the bronchos."
Everybody wanted to look at the can, and when they
had sat:i,9fiecl themselves that the girl had not missed a
shot they looked upon her with admiration.
Belle now got ready to try her luck.
"Will you throw up the can for me, Wild?" she asked,
calling him by his nickname for the first time.
"Certainly," was the reply. "Just say when you are
ready.
Arietta. frowned slightly.
The Broncho Queen was looking straight at her, and
she noticed it.
She smiled, as though she enjoyed it.
"Are you ready?" called out our hero.
"Yes. Let her go!"
Up went the tomato can, fully as high as the other had
gone.
Belle :fired three times in quick succession and then the
can hit the ground.
Ned Lake ran and got it.
"Only two holes," said he, shaking his head in a disappointed way.
"Well, that is pretty good, anyhow," Belle answered,
with a toss of her head. "There are not many of you
men who can do as well as that."
"I reckon you're right on that," Lake retorted.
"You are a wonderful shot," observed the Broncho
Queen, looking at Arietta and nodding to give emphasis
to her words. "You have no doubt been taught by your

lover. I give you credit for beating me, and as it is only
a friendly rivalry, I hope we will be just a good friends
as ever. However, I would like to see you on a bucking
broncho."

OH.APTER IX.
ARIETTA SURPRISES THE BRONCHO QUEE.J.'f.

Arietta smiled.
She could teffthat the girl was sincere in what she said,
Ro she laid aside her pique and replied :
"Of course we shall be just as good friends. I pride
myself on being a g.ood shot, and, as you say, I was ta:ught
by Wild. He knows all there is to be learned about shooting, I guess."
"·There ain't no doubt about that!" exclaimed the Broncho Queen's father.
"How do you lmow that, Mr. Da.rling?" our hero asked.
"You never ~aw me do anything in the line of shooting."
"I seen yer clip a piece from ther hat of Tony P edro,
while he was ridin' at full speed," was the reply. "An.'
I've heard a lot about you."
"Well, it wasn't anything much to do to clip a piece
from that galoot's hat. A great many people could do that
just a 11ell. as I did."
"Not sich an awful lot, either. I reckon there ain't
none here what could do it-outside of you an' your pards,
an' Arietta, I mean."
·
"Nonsense! Ned Lake could do it."
"I might do it, but I wtmldn't want ter try it on a
friend," spoke up the cowboy foreman, shrugging his
shoulders.
".S'pose yer show us a little fancy shootin' while we're
waitin'? We've got half an hour yet."
"Arietta wants to try to ride a bucker first, pop," spoke
up Belle.
Arietta had no~ said that she did, but she now made up
her mind to do it, anyhow.
"Fetch out the ugliest brute you have in the bunch,"
she said, quickly. "I guess I can manage him. It won't
be the first tin1c I have been on. the back of a bucking
cayuse."
The members of Dru·ling's party were staggered when
they heard this.
They had really thought that Belle was about the only
girl in existence who would dare tackle an ugly bucker.
"I reckon you'd bctt~r try one that's been putty well
broke," suggested Ned Lake.
"No I I want one that no one has been able to manage
yet, or none at all," the girl answered, her blue eyes :flashing. "I don't want to try to do something that any one
can do; I want to show you that I am no tenderfoot in any
sense of the word."
"That's the way to talk, Et!" exclaimed Young Wild
West, looking with pride at his charming sweetheart. "If
there is anything in the line of a bucking broncho in that
bunch that you can't tame I'll do it myself!"
They all saw that the girl was in earnest now.
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She was very cool and determined, and announced that
she was rea<ly to proceed.
Wild got his lariat.
"Show me the worst one you've got in the bunch," he
said to Lake.
"Well, if yer want me to I reckon I kin c1o it," was the
reply. "Yer see the bony buck kin over there?"
"Yes. Is he the worst one in the bunch?"
"He saxtinly is. But if ther gal tries it she'll git hurt,
jest as sure as you're alive!"
"Oh, I don't know about that! She has tried about the
worst that we ever came across, and she never got hurt
very badly yet. What do you think about• that buckskin,
Et?" and he turned to his sweetheart, inquiringly.
"Go ahead and catch him, Wild. An.cl get him good and
mad, too," was the reply.
The Broi;i.cho Queen looked interested.
She had never yet tackled that particular horse, knowing that he was a dangerous one.
And she liked to be called the Broncho Queen, too !
She began to think that she was not the only girl of the
\Nilcl West, all of a sudden.
" I wouldn't t ry t hat horse, Arietta," she said, after a
pause.
"vVhy, not?" was the reply.
"You will get hurt. That buckskin is very vicious. He
will not only buck and roll, but bite and kick as well. I
wouldn't tackle hint, if I were you."
"Are you afraid of him?"
"Yes; I'll be honest with you-I am afraid of him."
"Then I'll try him, anyliow."
"All right. If you can ride him, so can L"
"That remains to be seen."
Arietta was as much elated now.as though she had won
a great victory."
She never once doubted but that she could manao-e the
w;ild horse, and she wanted to get at it right away, f°or the
sooner she brought the Bron.cha Queen down a peg or two
the better she would like it.
Young Wild West bad no fears as to the outcome, for
he knew his charming sweetheart was not only an expert
at the game, but was also full of grit.
He•moved out toward the bunch of bronchos and soon
got a chance to lasso the buckskin.
The beast showed t hat he was very vicious right from
the start.
"Fetch t he saddle and bridle, Charlie," ca.lled out Arietta to t he scout .
"Right yer are, gal," was the reply.
Ohm·lie was not a bit afraid but that she could manage to keep on the buckskin, and he was going to help nll
he could.
After no little trouble the broncho was saddled and
bridled.
The whole crowd gathered around to witness the feat
Arietta had promised to do.
Th,e girl had no spurs, but she held a short whip in
her hand as she approached to mount the vicious teed.
She was very cool, too, and Belle Darling looked at her
'rith admiring eyes.
There was nothing of the jealous disposition about the

Broncho Queen; but she really had thought herself without a peer at tackling wild bronchos.
Neel Lake, her admirer, 'ns dismayed at what he had
already seen and heard.
It was he who had nicknamed his sweetheal't the Broncbo Queen, and to see her wrested of her lam·els was something that was anything but pleasing to the young man.
Arietta watched her chance, and then, with a lightninglike move, she leaped into the saddle.
"Let him go !" she called out, sharply, and Wild and
Ohai·lie did so.
But the plucky girl already had her feet in the stirrups, and she was right there!
The buckskin started to run with her at first.
He covered about fifty yards at a breakneck pace and
then began bucking for all he was worth.
But Arietta, her long, golden curls flying in the wind,
answered to every move the vicious brute made, while the
lookers-on clapped their hands and cheered.
Belle Darling stood as though spellbound.
Never had she seen any one more grnceful in the saddle.
Arietta was alive to every move the broncho made, and
when he got tired of bucking and tried to t hrow her over
his head, she was right there, just the same.
For fully :five minutes the steed kept it up, and then,
:finding it was useless to buck and kick any longer, he
dropped to the ground and tried to roll her under him
and crush her.
But Arietta did not mean to allow anything like t his
to happen.
She was out of the saddle in a jiffy, and waiting for the
vicious brute to get up again.
He did not make a move in that direction soon enough
to suit her, so she plied the whip on him.
Then the broncho bounded upward like a shot.
But the dm·ing girl had hold of the saddle horn, and
she swung upon his back with ease.
Some more bucking followed, but.it was tame, compared
to the first exhibition, and the result was that the broncho was soon galloping over the prairie~ being guided
whichever way the girl saw _fit.
She kept at it until she had the brute conquered at
every trick he knew, and then she rode him a couple of
miles out at full speed.
When she came back a few minutes later the buckskin
broncho was almost white with foam.
"Whoa!" she cried, sharply, and he came t o a halt as
quickly as any gentle horse would have done.
"There you are!" exclaimed Arietta, as she leaped lightly to the ground. "I don't call that broncho a bad one,
after all."
But the treatment the steed had received would not
make a lasting impression on him.
As soon as the saddle and bridle were taken from him
he dashed away, kich.ing and snorting defiance again.
"Goin' tei· try him, Belle?" asked the Broncho Queen's
futh~
.
"No, pop," was the reply. " Not to-day, anyhow. Arietta, I want to kiss you ! You have shown me that it is
not right for one to think they know it all. I was sure
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that I was one who could not be equalled at t hat kind of
work before I saw you do just what you did. I am not entitled to be called the Broncho Queen any longer."
"But you must keep the title, just the same," was the
reply.
Then the two girls walked back to the camp, hand in
hand.
"Three cheers fur Arietta!" shouted Pete Darling.
"She's ther gamest gal what ever put foot in a stirrup !
Hooray! "
The cheer t hat followed echoed over the plain.

CHAP'I'ER X.
HOP WAH PLAYS THE PART OF A WHISK Y THIEF.

A few minutes after Arietta had given her wonderful
exhibition with the bucking broncho the prairie travelers
got ready to set o;ut again.
The draught horses were hitched to the wagons, the
bronchos got on the move by the men assigned to tal<::e
(!are of them, and then the rest mounted and were off.
The two Chinamen, with the pack horses, kept close to
the wagons, while Young Wild West rode ahead, along
with P ete Darling and his daughter.
Belle's mother chose to ride in one of the wagons.
The rest or the females in the party also kept to the
wagons, they not caring to ride horseback, though there
were plenty of horses for the purpose, if they wished to.
As the afternoon wore on. they found themselves ascending a gradual ri se, and the further they got up it
the scarcer ·the grass became.
But they had been wise enough to stock up with sufficient fodder to last the horses that had to wo·r k a couple of
days.
'I'he wild bronchos could ·make out on almost anything,
for if the grass was dried up they would eat the roots and
thrive on it.
It was about five in the afternoon when they reached
the top of the long slope, and then, looking downward,
and to the northwe .. t, they could discern a long blue line,
which t old them that a forest was there.
But they knew quite well that they could not hope to
r each it that night.
In that clear atmosphere they could see quite a long
distance, and thirty miles was by far too much to think
about mah.ing before the sun went clown.
'l'ney went on about t en miles, and t hen W~ld considered that they had travelled enough for the day, so he
called a halt and advised that they go into camp for the
night.
All hands seemed glad to do this, for the sun had been
very hot all day long, and they were pretty well tired out.
While preparations were being made for the evening
meal, our hero took a walk to the top of a little hill and
surveyed the scene in different directions.
He saw nothing that looked like life until he happened
to turn his gaze almost due west.

Then he caught sight of four horsemen as they were in
the act of disappearing behind a hiH similar to the one
he was standing on.
"Ah!" he exclaimed. "That looks as though something is going to turn up. I have been wondering why
it was that we have cen nothing of that coundrel, Tony
Pedro. I won't be a bit surprised if we come across him
. ._
before another day i oYer."
He waited to get sight of the horsemen again, but they
dic1 not show up.
Then he came to the conclusion that they must have
halted behind the hill, which was about three miles distant.
"Boys," :::iaid he, addressing his two partners, as he
walked back to the bustling camp, "I guess we have something on hand after it gets dark."
"What is it, Wild?" asked Jim, while the scout looked
expectant.
" I just caught sight of four men on horseback over
there," and he pointed out the direction.
, "Yer did I" Charlie exclaimed, eageTly. "Bad galoots,
I'll bet!"
"Well, I saw nothing to indica.te that they were bad.
But they just disappeared behind a hill over there, and
they stayed there, too, for I waited to see them show up
further on, and they failed to do so."
"I wonder if one of them could be the rascally guide we
let go?" Dart observed, thoug,htfully.
"I reckon ,t hat's what we'll find out," the scout nodded.
"J'lfost likely," Wild admitted.
They said nothing to any of the rest, but waited for
their supper.
Meanwhile the sun was pretty well down now. The
slanting streaks of reel and yellow glimmered on the hill!.
top , leaving shadows in the hollow places.
'I'he western sky just then was something beautiful to
look upon, so much in contrast was it to the almost barren
waste of undulating prairie land.
But the scene was lost upon our .friends, for the times
were so many that they had gazed upon similar scenes
that they could hardly appreciate this one.
Wild noticed that Ned Lake and Belle had been more
together that afternoon than at any time since he ha.cl
known them.
" Et," said he, "I guess you ha.ve taken some of the
jolly spirit out of t he Broncho Queen. She is one of the
kind who like to tantalize lovers and sweetheart , and
that is why she paid so much attention to me. But since
she has found that she has been eclipsed by you, she has
settled down to mind her own business, and to love her
lover, as a nice girl should. • I hardly think you will have
any fu rther occasi.on to get jealous about her."
"Why, I wasn't jealous of her, Wild," the girl declared,
her face reddening. " I just felt- - "
"You just felt that no other girl should try to :flirt with
me, that's alL little one. That is a mild form of jealousy,
I reckon. But it is all right, for it shows that you think
a whole lot of me, and that is what I want you t o."
" Sometimes I wonder why it is that every girl you meet
don't fall in love with you, Wild," Arietta said, speaking
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earnestly. "You are so much nobler and- and better
looking than the average boy or young man. You are- - "
"There, sweetheart ! Don't say any more," and he
laughingly put his hand over her mouth. "I don't want
to hear it. I am only a real boy of the West, I hope. That
is quite enough for me, for in no other part of tlie world
can better people be found than in the West-the glorious
West of the United States of America!"
The boy grew a trifle dramatic as he spoke, and .Arietta
looked at him in silent admiration.
There was no question but that she really believed him
to be her true ideal of budding manhood.
The two talked on in this strain until the piping voice
of Wing, their cook, anno1mcec1 that supper was ready.
Our friends had decided to live the same' as if they were
alone, though they need not have touched their own provisions if they had not wi hed to.
After all had eaten the evening meal Ben Hope, t he
fiddler, patched up the strings of his instrument and
treated them to a little old-fashioned music.
Ned Lake suggested a dance, and as there were enough
to make up a couple of sets willing to it, they had a lively time of it in the twilight. '
It wa.s while the dance was going on that Hop, the
clever Chinaman, got it in his head that he would like to
have a drink of tanglefoot, as he called whisky.
One of his failings was that he liked to get tipsy now
and then.
He had been without anything in that line to drink fo·r
over a week now, and he had discovered that some of t he
men had whish.7 with them.
He had even learned that there was a big jug of it in
the wagon that was owned by a man named Daggett.
It was a good time now to get at the jug, so the Cele.stial thought, and, leaving the merrymakers to themselves,
be sneaked off and made his way around to t he other side
of the wagon.
If he had no liquor, Hop certainly had bottles t hat were
empty, which had once contained it.
A collection o£ bottles was one of his hobbies.
H e had two quart bottles in his big pocket as he made
for the wagon.
H"e had decided that if he could get one drink he might
as well stock up with enough to have twenty or thirty
later on.
Hop r~ached the wagon without being seen, and it was
not long before he had mounted to the front and crept
inside.
·
'
'l'hen the search for the tanglefoot began.
In less than five minutes he found it, and, weighing it
in his hand, he concluded that t here was just about enough
in it to fill his two bottles.
Wi'th the squeaking of the old violin and t he shouts of
laughter of the ~ancers ringing in his ears, the Celestial
poured the whisky from the jug into the bottles.
He had judged it quite accurately, for there was less
than half a pint left.
"Lat no good for Melican mans," he muttered, and he
tipped the jug and swallowed the balance.
Smacking bis lips, he crept out of t he wagon and made

his way around to \Vherc the two tents of Young Wild
West's party had been pitched.
Hop had swallowed just about enough tanglefoot to
make him feei hilarious.
As the dancing ceased he struck up a Chinese ditty,
and then he ;:;ot up and began to dance.
"He's drunk, as sure as you're born !" declared Cheyenne Charlie. "I wonder where ther galoot got it?"
"That jest reminds me,') spoke up Daggett, the man
Hop had stolen t he whisky from. "I've got a jug of good
stuff in ther wagon. We'll have a little."
Charlie shrugged his shoulders.
"Jest look an' see if you've got it," he said.
The man hastened to do so.
Th-e next minute he came running back with the empty
~~

.

"Some galoot has cleaned out my good liquor!" he exclaimed.
" I thought so," and the scout gave a chuckle. " Ther
heathen is tber galoot, all right. He's got part of your
rum inside of him at this minute. Wild, you'd better see
to it afore he drinks ther rest of it an' kills himself.'

CHAP'I'ER Xl
WILD SPIES ON TIIE FOUR VU.LAINS A.ND LEARNS TH E'.J:R
PL.A.NS .

Hop Wah certainly heard and saw what wa.s going on,
but he kept right on dancing ancl singjng.
"Me feel allee samee bully boy, with um glassce eye!"
he shouted. "Me vclly muche smartec, so be!" '
"Hey!" yelled Daggett, holding up the empty jug. "Do
you know anything about this?"
The Chinaman ceased his antics right away.
"Me no unelelstand," he declared, shaking his head and
looking as innocent as a little child.
"See here, Hop," said Wild, sternly. "What did you
do with the whisky you took :from that jug?"
"Me no--"
"What did you do with it?"
Wild meant bu iness, and Hop knew it .
"Me allee samee dlink um tanglefoot, Misler Wild," was
the meek reply.
"Yer couldn't have done it," spoke up Daggett. "ThPre
was a good half a gallon in ther jug this mornifi', an' no
one t ouched it since but you."
Our hero kept a very stern expression on his face arnl
drew one of his shooters.
· "Produce the whisky, Hop," he said. "If you don't I
will shoot o:ff your eyebrows!"
"Allee light, Misler Wild; me takee just for um lil lce
fun. Me gittee, allee samee, pletty quickce, so be,."
H e hastened to ·where his pack saddle was, and, lifting
it from t he ground, disclosed the two bottles of liquor.
"Bling um jug here, so be," he said, blandly.
Tne man wh.o had missed the whisky gladly handed him
the jng.
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'11.llen, just as though he was merely doing a favor for
him, Hop poured t he whisky into the jug.
But he managed to leave a little in each bottle, all right.
"Velly fu nny j okee, so be," he Temarked, as Daggett
took the jug.
"You might t hink so," was the dry r etort. " It wouldn't
been much of a j oke i:f I h a.d n't missed it j est now, I
reckon. I s'pose if I had waited t ill to-morrer t er take a
drink I wouldn't have got very much of ther rum back."
" L-a.t light, so be."
Then H op st arted to dancing again.
Charlie turned away in disgust.
"'l'hat's one thing t her heathen galoot will never l;Je
broke of," he said. " He'll always steal whisky as long as
he lives."
Charlie t ook a little with Daggett, as did some of t he
other men.

"You might come up a little closer, though, if you li1 e.
But wait until you think I am about there before you do."
Then the y ung deadshot started on his mission.
As he drew nearer he became more cautious, for he
was firm1'y convinced that t he four men he was approaching were enemies, and that one of them was no other than
Tony Pedro.
A minute or two later he was able t o distinguish the
forms of three men and fom· horses.
One of t he h orsemen he h ad seen before dark was missing.
A little closer and he found t hat one of the t hree was
an Indian.
Then he recognized the other two as the rascals they
had taken in the night before, and wh o had tried to rob
·he ranchman.
"So, they ar e here, are th ey?" he thought . " Well, I
might have guessed that, if I had tried hard. But I onl_y
By this t ime it was quite da:rk.
t hought of the villainous guide. It must be that he lS
" Now, bo3rs,'' said our hero, " I guess we
take a
f
f
the one who is missing, for I know th er e wer e oux o
ride ar ound for· a few minutes."
them an cl there are four horses here."
" Wher e are you g·oin rr, Wild?" Ariett a asked.
'
h i· tl h "ll
d · · d
v
Just then a man came down t e It e 1 an Jome
" Well, I have got an idea that some one is arnund," was the others.
the r eply. "I want to find out about it."
It was Tony Pedro.
Wild gave a nod of deep satisfaction and then proceeded
All who heard what he said wer e interested right away.
But he did n ot choose t o tell them any more just then. to creep a little nearer.
He was not long i:!J. getting close enough to hear the
As he knew the spot where he had seen the four horsemen disa1J1Jear was fully thr ee miles away, he went for bis
•
conversation of the four
horse and saddled it.
· men.
h d T
•
.
•
.e
•
"They are right oYer there, I tell you," he ear
ony
~harl~e , and .J1m ~m~klr, .Lollowed ~1s example.
(Pedro say. "But I don't think it will be safe to tackle
It amt InJuns, ls It? Pete Darlmg asked, as they them to-night. There is no place to hide should they get
mounted.
after us, you know."
'' Oh, n o !" our hero answered. "We'll let you know
"Ugh!" answered the redskin. "We must not let them
all about it when we come back. There is nothing to worry know we come, Tony."
over.n ·
"That's all ricrht Jack. But you know I told you that
The three then rode off.
we have got pretty 'sharp c11 stomers to deal with when we
Wild did not want to approach the hill straight from tackle Yo1mg Wild West and his partner . Hit 11·as only
the camp, as he thought it most likely that the four men the rrancr of emigratin' lJeople it would be easy enough."
"That's as sure as anything," spoke up Dave :i\fott. "I
had seen the light from the :fires there, and if they were
enemies they would be keeping a lookout in that direction. reckon, though, that if we waited till jest afore daylight
H e led the way off to the north, and when t hey had cov- we might catch 'em nappin'. H it wa n't that you was
ered a mile he sw11ilg around and approached the spot he bound ter git ther gal; 'I'ony, I think we m ight rob that
bad impressed on his mind in a circle.
·
galoot~of a ranchman."
" I r eckon we'll soon be able to see the camp:fire, if.they
"Well, you can do that first. I'll get the girl all right."
have got any, " Wild observed, as they were about a mile
"Jest as you say. What do yer think about waitin' t ill
' from the hill.
jest afore daylight, an' then tacklin' ther job?"
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when they
"I think it wiH be a good idea."
"We'll be all ready ter light out, anyhow, an' afore they
caught just the glimmer of a light ahead.
"There she is! " exclaimed the scout. " They've got could git after us we ought ter have a good star t in t her
Rome kind of light there, anyhow."
dark," observed Rip Howard, shaking his h ead, as t hough
"We'll let the horses walk now, I guess," answered our he thought his advice was of great importance.
hero.
Wild chuckled so:ftJy to himself.
"I r eckon you fellows don't know enough to go in when
T his they did, .an d ~vhen they got a. little near er t hey
saw that it was a small fire that was burning.
it rains," he muttered, uncler his breath. "J11st try your
But it was pretty well burned ou t, and the light t hat little game, and I reckon some of you will feel hot lead."
came from it was not much.
He remained there a little longer, ancl when he turnecl
'rhe three kept on until t hey were within a little less to g·o back to his waiting partners he. was satisfied th at
than a quarter of a mile from it, and then t hey h alted and the fou r scoundrels meant to try and sneak upon the camp
dismounted.
shortly before daylight.
"Now, you fellows stay h er e wit h the horses, and I'll
Their purpose was to steal what money t hey could and
go over and find out what sort of a. crowd it is," said Wild. ma.ke off with Belle Darling, providing there was the least
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chance to get hold of her without arousing the inmates of
the camp.
Wild fo und Charlie and Jim quite close by.
They had come up and fo rced t he horses to lie down,
so they would not be discovered if any of the villains happened to come out and look that way.
The young deadshot quickly told t hem what he had
seen ancl heard.
"So that is their game, is it?" .Jim remarked. "Well,
it is a good thing we came here, I guess. They might
have been able to carry out at least part of their sch eme if
we knew nothing of it."
" They might, if everybody was sound asleep," spoke up
the scout. "But t hat wouldn't he ther case. But it's a
mighty good thing ter know what theJ'.re up ter, jest ther
same." ,
The horses were made to r ise, and then, leading them
away to a safe distance, they mounted and rode back to
the camp.
·
Then Young Wi ld West surprised all hands by telling
them the whole thing.
·
. "So Tony Pedro is still after Belle, is h e?" the ranch' man exclaimed. "Well, I reckon I 've got a bullet waitin'
fu r ther galoot, that's all!"
"I've got one, too, pop!" spoke up the Broncho Queen .
" He will n ever get me again."
" J est wai t till I git a good sight of him!" said Ned
Lake, his eyes fia ..hing. "I'll show him that I kin shoot
straight enough ter fetch him. Th.er black-hearted scoundrel ain't :fitter live, an' that's all there is to it!"
"You've got that right, Lake," Cheyenne Charlie hastened to say. "Yer kin bet that Tony Pedro will never
make old bones. Ther coyotes is sha.rpenin' their teeth
fur him at this very minute, I 'll bet!"
It was decided to keep an extra man on gua.Td during
t he entire night, for they did not know but that the villains might change their plans and come earlier.
Our friends were not much worried, though some of
the emigrants appeared to be.

CHAPTER XII.
TIIE VILLAINS MAKE A FAILURE OF IT.

'rhe night wore on and nothing but the sounds made
by the insects and the how 1 of an occasional coyote could
be heard.
When it was a few minutes to four in t he morning Wild,
who was then awake, roused Charlie ancl Jim.
H e knew it was about t ime for the villains to show
themselves, if they r eally meant to.
The three then placecl themselves in different places, so
they would be certain to know if an outsider sn eaked into
the camp.
The men doing guard duty just th en were alert, too,
for when they caught Wild moving toward the wagons one
0£ them got very close to him to sec who he was before he
found it was not a tranO'er.
u Just keep quiet, everybody,': the young <leadshot said.
''Keep yom eyes and ears open, too."
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'rhen h e dropped down close to one of 1.he 1l'agons and
waited.
Charlie and Jim were stationed where the villains might
sneak into t he camp, too, so it was going to be a pretty
cute piece 0£ business if Tony Pedro carried out his plans.
It was Pedro himself that Wild was laying for .
That was why he chose a place near the three prair ie
schooners to watch.
He knew that the villainous guide .was more than anxious to abduct the Broncho Queen, and as she was asleep
in one 0£ the wagons there was wh ere he would have to go
to get hold 0£ h<>r.
The boy had not settled clown into a comfortable posi tion to wait more than five miniltes when he heard a slight
rustle in the dry grass a short distance away.
"Ah !" he t hought. · "Here they come. Now to give
the galoots the surprise of their li.ves !"
It was pretty dark now, though the stars were out.
Young Wilcl West kept his gaze riveted on the spot the
sound had come from, and the next moment he distinctly
saw a. moving :figme.
He knew that it was quite certain t hat others 0£ the
gang were creeping up in different places, but he was not
going to give the alarm.
Wi d would take his chances on the wat chfulness of his
partners . .
If they allowed any 0£ the thieves t o creep into the
camp and get in their work it would be something rather
strange and unusual for. them.
Wild watched closely.
The :figure ~s moving directly toward the wagon he
was crouching partly under.
·whoever it was, he was very stealthy in his movements.
But Wild was not more than a £cw seconds in finding'
out that it was the Indian he had seen at the ca.mp he had
spied upon the night before.
Then he easily understood why be was so stealthy in his
movements.
'rhe bov ·waited as calmly as though it was all a joke
that was being played.
The redskin crept up to the wagon, listened with his
ear close to t.he ground, and then arose to his feet.
He moved noiselessly toward the front of the wagon,
which was open to admit air to those who were sleeping in
it.
Then Young Wild West arose to his feet and star tr>cl
after the red scoundrel.
If the Indian could move withou t making a sound, so
could the dar-;hing youug deadshot .
'
Jack Solclier Coat listened again, and then he put ~1 in
rnoccasincc1 foot upon the wagon pole and climbed up, so
he might crawl into the wagon.
Wild thought lie had gone about far enough, so, with
a sudden leap, he caught the scoundrel by. the ankle.
A quick jerk from the athletic boy ancl the redskin's
head came clown upon the g1•ound with a thud.
"Shoot every stranget you :find in t he camp, boys! "
called out Young Wild West in a voice that rang out clear
::md distinct.
Then he hit the redskin a cnick on the head with the
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".Allee light, Mi lcr \ \"ilcl," wa8 the reply. "life alle3
butt of his revolver, which served to daze him long enough
sarnee watchec urn ledski.11 pletty rnuchee gooc1ee, so be!!
to be relieved of his weapons without a 8truggle.
Hop was much pleased to be put in charge of him.
"Get up, you sneaking coyote!" Wild commanded, when
"Whatee you namee, so be?" he asked, smiling pleashe saw that t he fellow was quite capable of doing it.
"Ugh!" was the reply
antly at the prisoner.
"You will grunt worse than that before long," our hero
For a wonder, the Apache took a notion to gratify his
responded. "I'll show you what bad Indians get when curiosily.
.
they sneak into the camps of the palefaces and try to
"Me J aek ~oldier Coat," he answered. "Me good
steal. "
I
Injun."
" J ackee Soldier Coatee, ancl um velly goodee ledskin,
At that moment a shot rang out, followed by a shriek of
so be. Lat velly nicee.n
agony.
"The Chinee is a great brave," said J ack Soldier Coat,
Wild hustled his prisoner in the direction it came from .
"I've got one of t hem !" he called out, so he would not evidently trying to get in favor with his guard. "Me like
the Chinee."
be mistaken for an int ruder.
"Me 1ikee ledskin.• too," answered Hop, smiling bland"An' I reckon I got one of 'em," was t he reply in the
"But me no likee velly close by, so be. (Me likee velly
ly.
voice of Pete Darling. "He was: tryin' t er git in my
far
away."
pockets afore your hollered out, but I didn't say nothin',
"If the Chince will let Jack Soldier Coat go I will make
as I had him covered from under ther blanket. When you
hollered out, he come for me an' tried ter knock my head him very ri ch. I know where there is plenty of gold, and
off with ther butt of his revolver. I catched his arm, an' I will tell him."
"Lat velly muchee nicee. Me likee be velly muchee
then we had a wrastle fur a few seconds. I upset him, an'
then he raised his shooter ter let me have it, so I popped lich, but me no lettee Jackee Soldier Coatee go, so be."
An angry glance shot from the ey.es of the captive redhim."
skin.
While the ranchman was explaining Wild could hear
He now understood that there was no hope for him from
the sounds of receding hoofs.
He then knew that all four of the villains must.I have the Chinaman, anyhow.
He lapsed into a moody silence.
come to make the attem pt to rob t he ranchman and steal
Hop tried to talk with him, but it was no use.
his daughter.
Meanwhile it was getting lighter all the while now, and
But he clicl not choose to follow t hem.
soon
the eastern sky was aglow. \
"Let the others go," he said, as Charlie came up with
Two of the emigrants were scooping out a shallow grave
hi s horse. " We'll catch them later on. Let's see who it
for the villain who hacl been shot, and. Pete Darling was
is that Pete hot."
A lantern was quickly brought, and then the man, who bossing the job.
Breakfast was soon ready and then Hop, who was very
was quite dead now, proved to be the villain who had given
h1mgry, left his prisoner close to the fire and went oveT
his ltame as Rip Howard.
'rhe emigrants crowded a.round, and all ha.cl as much to where his brother was, in the hope of getting hold of
something t o nibble on while he waited.
of a look as they ca.red to take.
.
Jack Soldier Coat was just desperate enough to take
Jack Soldier Coat saw, too, but he did not make a sign.
any kind of a chance to get away.
He was apparently indifferent.
The Chinaman had scarcely turned bis back when he
But that is the way of an Indian.
"That's what ought ter be clone ter you, you red ga- rolled over, so that his bound hands came in 1contact with
loot!" exclaimed the scout, as he pointed to the dead man the red-hot brands in the fire.
He meant to burn his bonds !
on the ground with one hand and· shook the other in th~
Of course, hi s hands and wrists would suffer, too, but
Indian's face.
that
was not so much for an I ndian to stand.
,
"Ugh!" was the grimting reply, which meant that the
right
away;
and
in
less
than
five
minTlie
cords
took
fire
ra scal didn't care what the palefaces said.
" Just tie him up, boys," said Wild, coolly. "We'll set- utes the redskin had his blistered hands free.
It was but the work of a moment for him to unt:le the
tle on what is to be done with him after we have had
breakfast. It is beginning to get a bit light in the east, rope that was about his ankles.
Then he crawled silently away and made for t he horses.
so t here is no usa. of any one thinking of getting any more
Jack Soldier Coat was free, and he knew it.
·
sleep now."
H e got one of the horses belonging to t he emigrants
Of course everybody belonging to the party was awake.
and, mounting it, rode off!
Even if the voices of Wild and the others had not been
heard the shout would have aroused them.
In a few minutes the campfires were started, and the;n
the preparations for an early breakfast began.
CHAPTER XIII.
The Indian was brought over close to the quarters of
Wild and his companions.
ON THE BANK OF TUE SAN JUAN lUVER.
" You just sit down by him and keep a watch on him,
a
H op," our hero said, as he saw t he Chinaman reaardin
H op turned to go back to the prisoner just as he \1'3S
0
b
him with no little interest.
'
mounting the, horse.
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T IH' Chinaman, seeing that t he r ed kin was gon·e, looked

wildly around in i;> earch of him.
'rhen he o:a w h.im riding a1ra y to tlt c West.
lT op felt ashamed of himself fo r having left the rascal,
an d thus allowed him to get away.
Ju t how he had managed to do il, t he Celestial did not
know. Rut he did know t hat he 1Tas responsible fo r him,
since Wild· had placed him .in charge of t he redskin.
Hop's piebald .broncho was not fa r away.
Acting on a sudden impulse, he darted for the steed,
taking t he bridle wit h him.
H e got t he bridle on, an d was in the act of mounting,
when Cheyenne Charlie came run_n ing for his horse.
The scout, as well as the rest, had heard and seen the
I ndian as he rode away on t he back of the mustang.
":M:e catchee um ledskin, 1\fisler Charlie !" exclaimed t he
clever Chinaman, and then he was on the mustang's back
and off like a shot.
Hop had t he advantage, in one way.
The Indian had no bridle on t he hor e he was riding,
and he could not get t he speed out of it that he could have
if Hie animal was bridled.
Neither could he guide i t just where he wanted to.
Hop could.
Jack Soldier Coat was unarmed, too, and Hop possessed a keen-edged hunting knife and a big, old-fashioned
ix-shooter that wa s loaded with powder and bullets.
But he was not much of a shot.
H e had barely got away on t he trail of t he redskin, who
was about t wo hundred yard ahead now, when .Wild and
his partners got their horses ready to mount.
They started in pursuit, t hough our hero did not kno-w
what to do with the redskin after he was caught.
H e was not the one to pronounce a sentence of death
upon him.
When he saw Hop :flourish his big revo<lver our hero
could not help smiling.
"Take it ea~!» boys,'' he said. " I reckon we'll see a little fun out of this. The red kin has nothing to de£ern1
himself with, so we will let Hop capture him. He can
easily overtake him, for t he galoot i having all he can do
to keep t he stolen horse from t urning back to the camp."
This was indeed t he case.
P ete Darling now came galloping out, followed by half
a dozen of his men, who all seemed to be eager to capture
t he escaping redskin.
\Vild told them to take it easy and let t he Chinaman do
the trick.
Meanwhile Hop was doing lots of _thinking in a very
short space of time.
H e did not mean to shoot the redskin, unless he could
not do otherwise. His desi.Te was to get him back where
he hacl escaped from, since he had got away by his n egligence.
Hop was a pretty fair rider.
B e Roon swooped down upon t he I ndian, who was vainly trying t o force the stolen horse ahead.
"You allee sarnee sull encler, or me shoot ce !" t he Chinam an cried, brnnc1ishing his big revolver.
" Ugh! " retorted Jack Soldier Coat. " Chinee heap
much fool!"

1" Me
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holl'ee !"
'rhcn fl op fircrl a ' hot in th e air.
But th e I ndian did not scare for a c:Pnl.
The faet \rm; that he ha d his eye on the Chinaman's
horse and revolver.
H e wanted th em both.
But "·hen he saw t he crowd riding out he knew t hat
he would have t o work quickly.
Suddenly he let the horse he was riding t urn around
to ward t he camp.
Back he came, straight for the Chinaman.
"Hip hi!" yelled H op. "Misler Wild ! Hully up !"
It so happened that the stolen broncho made a swer ve.
ju st then, and the r edskin, who was in t he act of reaching out to grab the Chinaman, was thrown to the ground.·
Hop dismounted in a twinkling and fell upon him.
Wha ck !
H e brought' the heavy pistol down upon his head and
stretched him out, un conscious.
"Me catchee, allee samee, so be," he exclaimed. " Hip,
hoolay ! Me all ee samec bully boy with um glassee eye!"
Wild and the r e t rode up, laughing at the sight they
had witnessed.
The Chinaman had caught the redskin, sure enough.
But it was not altogether due to his skill and daring.
If t he hope had not swerved just as it did things might
have been different for a minute or two.
J ack Soldier Coat had a pretty t hick skull, and as the
blow had been a glancing one, he quickly recovered from
the effect of it. ·
" F etch him back to the camp, boys," said Wild.
Th.is was duly done.
But our hero did not know what to do with the redsh.in.
H e did not want to be bothered with him.
H e held a con ultation wit h his partners and Darling
after the breakfast was over with, and t hen it was decided
to let him go.
'
J ack Soldier Coat could hardly believe his ears when
he· heard the r esult of the conference.
"Me good Injun !" he declared.
"Yes, we know all about that," Young Wilcl West replied. Now you can have your pistol and knife, and t hen
you can fo ot it t o where your rascally companions ar e. You
t ell 'l'ony P edro t hat Young Wild West wants to have t hat
race with him. Do you understand?"
"Yes ; Jack Soldier Coat understands."
"Well, that's all there is t o it, t hen. Now, strike out !"
H aving received his weapons, the redskin lost no time
in obeying.
•
H e went away on a run.
"Hip hi !" shouted Hop after him. "Ledskin allee samee
velly rnuchee 'flaic1 !"
'l'here was no reply to t his, but it was more th an likely
t hat Jack Soldier Coat would get square with the Chinaman if he ever got th e.chance.
The sun was not much more .than up when our fri ends
were rea clv to resume their journey.
When ;u was in readin ess they set out for t he t imber,
1
which now showecl u~ in the distance.
' When they got to the place where t he quartette of Yil-
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lains' had been camped the nigllt before they found it de;;erted.
But over .a mile ahead of them they could see Jack Soldier Coat following the trail.
"Ther galoot will keep on that jog trot fur hours, if he
has ter," remarked Cheyenne Charlie. "He may catch up
with ther galoots when he gits to ther woods, fur it's most
likely they're waitin' there."
"'['hat's right," nodded our hero. "Eight or ten miles
is not much of a run fol'' a redskin."
Half an hour later the Indian reached the timber and
was lost to view.
The sun was shining like a great ball of fire, and as the
travelers had no cool water to drink, they were anxious to
strike some.
When they finally rea.clied the shade of the trees they
were much relieved.
" I smell mud, all right," said our hero:, as he sniffeel
the air. "By jove ! I never thought of it! ~he San Juan
River mu t be pretty close by."
"That's right, Wild, an' when we strike it· all we've got
ter c1o is ter folfer along ther bank an' ride over inter
Utah. We've been there afore, yer know. I reckon we
ain't more'n five miles away from ther last trail we follered in these parts."
•
Wild knew this was right, when he came to think of it.
"Come on this way," he said, after a pause.
They rode on through the woods, and in a few minutes
they struck a fresh trail.
"The villains are heading for the river, too, I guess,"
remarked Dart.
"Oh, yes. They know that it is best to keep close to
water."
Twenty minutes later they came to a stream of water
that was fully a hundred yards in width.
It was surely the San Juan River, and now Young Wild
West knew exactly where they were.
Prom the starting point to there was a territory they
hadn't traveled over, though they had been all around it.
The horses were eager to get at the water, so they were
allowed to have their own way about it.
Wild advised a halt, anyhow, for he knew it would be
advisable to let the horses have a nip at the grass and
mequite that grew abundantly along the river bank.
"Hop, you and Wing go up the tream a little distance,
where the water is clear, and get a couple of pails," he
called out to the two Chinmµen., as they disappeared.
"Allee light," was the reply.
" Come, Arietta," spoke up Belle Darling, a smile on
her face, as she spoke. ~'We will ride after them and protect tliem from the Indian, who may be lying in wait to
get revenge upon Hop."
" All right," Arietta answered, and then they rode along
after the two Celestials.
They had scarcely got out of sight around a big clump
of trees when a scream for help was heard.

The moment Young Wild We t sounded the alarm,
after capturing the Indian, they started to run.
They had been right ai the edge of the camp, looking
arou11d for a chance to carry out their purpose, and, leaving their companions to their fate, they ran for the horses
they had waiting a hort distance away.
\Vhen the shot rang out, followed by the cry of agony,
they knew that it was Rip Howard who had got the bullet.
Pedro mounted his horse in a twinkling.
Mott was not far behind him, and then they rode, t he
other two horses following of their own accord.
The two ecoundrels did not stop until they got to t he
place they hacl camped at.
Then they waited and watched until it grew daylight,
hoping- that Jack Soldier Coat would appear.
But as he did not show up, they mounted and started
for the timber they could see in the di tance.
As the rise in the ground hid the camp from them, they
did not see the bold attempt to escape the redskin made.
They kept on, feeling in anything but a pleasant mood,
and finally they reached the timber.
Then they halted 'and looked back.
"I reckon we're in fur :it now," said Dave Mott, shaking his head, sadly. "Poor Rip must have got his medicine, an' tlier Injun was catched. I don't understand why
it was that they was so quick ter find out we was there."
"It i,:; too bad," P edro admitted. "But just wait! I 'll
kill Young Wild West for thi , us sure as you are standing there, Dave Mott! And I'll have that gal, too!"
"Better let ther gal part of it be, Tony. No good will
come of it, if yer keep it up. A woman always makes
trouble, no matter what she's connected with. I don't
blame yer fur wantin' ter git square with Youno- Wild
West, though. I'll help yer ter do that. If we can't do
no better we'll lay :for 'em, an' when they come along we'll
both shoot at ther boy at one time. It's most sure that
one of our bullets will find him."
Pedro nodded.
"Just wait till I climb a tree and have a look," said' he.
"It may be that they're in sight by this time."
, "l\Iost likely they are, Tony."
The villainous guide, who wanted the ranchman's
daughter for a bride so bad, quickly ascended a tree and
took a look over the back trail.
He caught sight of the prairie schooners right away, but
when he saw Jack Soldier Coat coming along away ahead
of them on foot, he felt like letting out a yell of joy.
As it was, he called out, excitedly :
"Dave, the redskin is coming!"
"What!" cried Mott.
"That's rigl:lt. And t he party is coming on behind him.
They mu t have let him go."
"Yer didn't see nothin' of Rip, did yer?" asked Mott,
an.."'tiously, as Tony descended the tree.
The villain shook his head.
"No," he answered. "I reckon he got fixed when that
CHAPTER XIV.
shooter sounded. Yer may as well give him up as gone,
TONY PEDRO MAKES ANOTHER DARING ATTEMPT.
Dave."
Tony Pedro and Dave Mott had made their escape that
"He was a putty good pard, he wa ," and a tear came
morning more by good luck than anything else.
in the eye oi the ragged rascal. "Well, if it had ter be, I
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said, in u Jw,n~e 1rhisper. " ~ou fellows be ready to ride
a1ray 1rith me. ~IIy horse is foster than yours, so if 1 get

s·poRe th ere·s no use in worryin" about it. I jesl want for
fin<l 011 t 1rho ther galoot was that give him his medicine,
t h<?_ugh."
" It was Young Wild \Vest, or one of his pards, yer l in
bet on t hat !"
"I s'pose so."
"Well, 1re'll "\\·ait till Jack gi1s here. IIc's runnin' like
a deer. It won·t be Yery long afore he shows up. It's a
mighLy good th ing thaL his horse follered us."
"Yes, an' t here's R ip's horse, too."
"Well, t hat'll come in hancly."
After wh at seemed to be a long t ime t hey saw the In' diun appear orer a rise, ha lf a mile away.
Knowin g t hat they cp11ld not be seen Yery well, t he two
vill ain s waved their hats encouragingly to the redskin.
On came J ack Soldier oat, keeping up the steady lope
- the Apaches aTe common for.
But he was pret ty well exhausted when ho r eached the
edge of the woods, just the same.
"Where's Ripr....Jack ?" askecl Mott. as he greet ed him
and turned his horse over to him.
"Dead," was the reply.
" I told yer so !" exclaimed P edro "Now, jest give up
thinkin' about him till we git things straightened out a
little. There's t hree of us, an' i:E we work it right we'll be
able to do somethin' yet."
" Me tired !'" panted Jack, as he learned against his
horse and tried to regai n his breath.
P edro gave him a boo t and got him astride of the
horse.
" Did they let yer go, J ack ?" he asked.
"Yes. Young Wild We t say go, and me come. He say
fo r you t o come and have race with him."
"He did, ch? Well, I reckon t her only race I'll have
witli him now \Vill be with a bull et. It'll be my bullet.
too, an' I hope it will catch him ."
"Young Wilcl West heap mu h fight; he very smart,"
~
retorted t he Indian."
" That's all right, too. But he kin be catched nappin',
as well as any one else.
ow we'll go to ther river, whi ch
is only a little distance t o t her right, an' t hen. we'll wait
fox 'em there. We kin find a good place ter hide, I guess."
The villain was well acquainted with t he country, and
the next minute they were r iding fo r t he river, the horse
th at belonged t o H oward being lecl by Jl.'.Iott.
When they came to the bank of the r iver they rode
along a few yards and then they came t o a shallow cave
that opened on a narrow strip of sand, right close to t he
water.
" We'll st op here t ill th ey come llp," said 'l'ony. " I've
been here afore. There's a place ter forcl right ahead
there."
The thre di smoun ted, and t li c Indian and Mott left it
to P edro to do the ordering.
J ack Soldier Coat Imel barely had a good rest from his
long nm when they heard the wagon tra in coming over
the trail through th e woods.
P edro's companions looked at him, anxiously.
There was a queer light in th e eyes o:f t he vill ain.
"It may be that I will get a chance t o get t he girl," he

her nr go for 1.he fo rd, "ll"hich is around the bend up there.
You co111e on as fast as yo n c::m, a11d shoot at Young \ Vilcl
\Ycd ll"hen liP follml's . Do yo n underntancl?"
Tb ey norldrrl, though t hey acted a~ tho11gh they would
rniher be ont of sight of Young \lil<l }Vest, instead 0£
allempting to ford the river right Lefore his eye .
Pedro now mounted his horse and rot1e out of the caw·.
He had barely clone so when llop anJ Wing ap]Jeared,
each carrying a pail, and, close behind them, on hor,.:e;c
back, 1vcre the Broncho Queen and Arietta.
'l'hc villain's heart gave a jump.
There was the girl he wanted, only a few yards fro m
him!
He made up his mind t o take another chance at it, regardless o:f the fact that Youug Wilcl W d ' ras so close
by.
H e t urned and went back L ir enough to see hi s brn
wmpanions.
"Corne on!" he whispered. "Now is the t ime !"
TEe two Chinam en were just dipping their pails in t he
water when a startling thing occurred.
Tony Pedro's lariat shot out 0£ the bushes and caught
the Broncho Queen squarely aboul i. he waist, pinning her
l'igbt arm to her side.
She Jct out a scream, as did Arietta, t he mom ent she
comprehended her companion's cla nger.
Then the two Cele. tials clropperl thei r pails and yell ed,
for they looked around in time to see the gir l dragged fro m
the back of her horse, and the arm of a .man encircle her
waist .
It was a daring thing to do, but Tony P edro had done
it pretty well.
How it would end was another thing.
But it is safe io sattthat he on ly thought of the present
jrn::t then.
As he got Bell e on th e horse with him he gave a qui ck
turn with"the lariat and pinned her ot her arm.
Then he uttered a shout of defiance and turned hi.J:ior.·e to the strip of sand that sloped to the 11ater·s
edge.
Around the bend he galloped before his companions
could get t hei r horses in motion.
Then Mott hung back.
"W e'cl bet~er stay right here," he said, hoarsely.
The rec1skm_ nodded.
Back the pair went to the cave, for they knew that pursuit had already started.
The fact was tha t Ariet ta had shouted for Wild as the
villain rode o:fl' wit h the struggling Broncho Queen, and
she waR now leading t he pursuit.
Da:ve :M:oH and the Indian had dismounted, and th ey
were holding· their horses back in the shallow cave.
They heard t he spl ash as P edro took to t he river, and
t hen followed more spla hing, which told t hem that he
must have a slim chance t o get away.
For five minutes they waited, a.n d then; suddenly, two
Ch inamen walked right into the cave.
They were Hop and Wing, of course.
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CHAPTE R XV.
THE RACE BETWEEN THE SORREL AND BLACK STARTS.

I

"Ugh !'t exclaimed J ack Soldier Coat, a.s he recognized
Hop.
Then he made a leap forward and caught the Chinaman
by the t hroat.
Wing was too astonished even to utter a cry, and before he could make a move Da,ve Mott had him by the
arm a.ncl a revolver pressed against his temple.
"Jest one little cry an' you'll be a dead h eathen! " he
exclaimed, in a low tone of voice.
_B~th Celestials threw up their hands in token of subm1ss1on.
The I ndian released his grip upon Hop's t hroat.
Then, while his companion covered t he pair, he bound
them.
"Chinee heap much fool!" he ventured.
"Lat light," Hop answered, for he was quick to recover
him, elf, generally. "We hear allee sa.mee horsee makee
feet go, and we comee to look. Find ledskin and bad
:Melican man, o be."
"We kill fools! Ugh!"
"You bette not kill, so be. Young Wild, West allee
sa.mee makee pletty quickee killee you !"
Evidently Jack Soldier Coat thought that was about
the size of it, for he shrugged his shoulders and looked at
Mott, as thobgh for advice.
"I don't know as we've got much by gittin' ther two
heathens," that worthy remarked. "Of course, if we'd let
'em gone out they would have brought a gang here, an'
then it would have been all up with us in a hurry. But it
\1·on't make any difference, anyhow. We won't git away
from here, 'tain ·t likely."
•
· "Ugh!" the redskin was more uneasy than ever.
"You allee samee bette lettee poor Chinamen go," said
Hop, speaking in a voice loud enough to be heard quite
orne distance.
"Stop talkin' f'O loud!" command ed Mott.
But Hop had accomplished what he wanted to, for the
next moment hurried footsteps wer~ heard coming around
the side of the little hill i,nto which the ' cave was located.
J ack Soldier Coat quickly grabbed the bridle of the
hor8e he rode and led it fo the outside.
Then he mounted and forced the animal to plunge into
the water, which was quite deep at that point.
,\ cceptiu g i:he move as an example, Mott mounted and
follo1rec1 him .
plash! went his horse into the river.
Oraek-1craek-crack !
A Yolley of revolver shots sounded, and then Hop looked
out and saw two riderless horses making for the opposite
,Ji ore.
"Hip hi! Help!" he yelled, shrilly.
"Where are yer?" came an answering voice.
Before either of t he prisoners could answer Pete Darling put in rm appearance.
"Thunder!" he gasped. "How did yer git here?"

Hop tried to explain, but the rahchman was too much
excited over what had happened to his daughter to listen.
He quickly cut the two Celestials loose and then ran
from the cave.
Hop and Wing followed and soon were back where the
member· of the party who had not started in pursuit of
'rony Pedro were waiting.
"Come along with ther wagons," shouted Darling.
"There's a ford here."
The man had mounted his horse as soon as he cut the
two Chinamen loose, aJld ·he was now going in pursuit
after Young Wild West and the others.
Hop hastened to get the pack horses and assist the few
men who had remained to get the horses in line.
In about ten minutes they were fording the river, which
proved to be quite shallow there.
Once on t h e other side, they took the trail and went on
through t he woods.
.
It was only .a thin strip of timber on that side, as it
proved, and then the rolling prairie was disclosed to view.
"Somebody allee samee shootec um led.skin and bad
Melican man," Hop remarked to one of the drivers.
"I reckon somebody did," was the reply. "We all had
a crack at 'em when we seen 'em in ther river. They got
what they deserved; I reckon."
"Lat light, so be."
A mile or two ahead they could see those who had gone
in pursuit.
They were at a halt, and that made those with the wagons think that the Broncho Queen had been rescued.
And so it proved, for two minutes after she came riding
that way, \vith Arietta at her side.
Anna and Eloise, who were very much worried over
what had happened, urged their horses forward to meet
them.
It will be in order to explain how it was that the girl
had escaped from the villain.
When Pedro took to the water he looked over his shoulder and saw that Arietta was riding swiftly a:fter him.
As he reached the other side he saw that Young Wild
\Vest was close behind the girl.
He was desperate now, and he meant to get away with
his prize or die.
His horse reached the other side and was soon r'Unning
through the woods.
Then it was that something intervened to help the captive girl.
The lariat that Pedro had wound about her body was
trailing the ground, and by accident it caught upon a
gnarled root.
A.s the rope tightened with a jerk, the girl was whisked
from the horse before the villain knew it.
'l'hen he knew he had lost her.
He almost made up · his mind to try and get her, but
when he saw Young Wild West on his gallant sorrel he decided to flee.
Glancing over his shoulder, he saw that all his pursuers
but one had stopped to give aid to the Broncho Queen.
Tlie one who did not stop was Young Wild West.
" Come on!" he houted, defiantly. "You will never g,e t
me, unless you shoot, Young Wild West!"
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11·0n·i bhoot !"' 11as the reply.
The Broucho Queen 11·u t> not much h u.rt by the fall, and
as soon as she was released from the rope she sprang to
her feet, and, waving her bat, exclaimed :
"Catch him, Wild! Win t h e race !"
"Oh, Wild will calch him-never fea r!" said Arietta, as
she brushed the dirt from the girl's clothing.
"Yer kin b t your liie h e will!" spoke up Cheyenne
Dharlie, mounting his horse to follow and see· the finish
of the rnce.
He was l eading the horse that Belle had been whisked
from by the daring villain.
Just then Neel Lake came in sight.
A cry of j oy came from the yolmg man's lips. ,
It did not take long for him to find out how it happened
that his sweeth eart was free .
T'hen he assisted h er to mount, after which they followecl the rest, whn were making for the open prairie, in
ord er to get a sight of the race between the sorrel and the
black.
Tliey rode on out upon t h e prnirie and h ad the sa.t isfac- tion of ::;eeing Yolmg Wild West gaining upon the fugi•
t ive.
They kept on until t hey were a mile out, and then they
came to a halt and waited for Pete Darling to come up .
"Ther wagons an' ther rest is comin' !" shouted the old
man, when he saw his daughter was with them. "Hooray !
Where's Wild?"
"'11 here he goes," anS\\'Cl'Cd the Bronch o Queen, pointing io the two racing horse . "\\' ild want:; to overhaul the
galoot alone. I know that well enough."
So they moved a little further out on the grass~covered
plain and then waited.
IY1ld and the villain h e was pur uing were mere specks
in the distance when the wagons and rest of the party
came up.
"Arietta," ;;aid Belle, " let's you and I go out and meet
Wild as h e comes back."
"All right," wa the rcpl, ·. " We can help him bring
in hi. prisoner. I am sure that h e will have a prisoner to
fetch in, unless- -"
"Unless the black horue proves to be faster t han t he sorrel. you mean ."
uxo. I mean unl ess it comes 1o a fight."
"Oh, I u nderstand. Then it woulcl mean that Pedro
·woulcl get his met1icinc."
"That'::; about the way it would be, I am sure. Wild
never like$ to shoot a rnan, no mati.ei: h ow much of a
scoundrel h e i!:', and bow well he deserves it. But there
are time· when he has to do it in order t o save his own
li fe."
The girl rode on, and as th ey looked back they saw that
t h e wagon train had got in motion, and 'ras foll owi ng
them.
''l Teckon they c1it1n' t hare' time' to get mueh fre~ 1
water," <'airl Belle, shaking her head . "\\ell, T snppo ·c
pop is anxious to get as far as he can to-cla~·. anfl aR it is
right on the wa~· to follow \Yil<l he iR going to keep on ."
"T hc<nrtl \\'ila "a:v tlrnt h0 woultl strike ihe river again
by fo-nighl." .\rictia rq1li0d. '·TJ1erc i~ a 1Jig Geml in it
owr that way."
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"Oh, pop rnu sL kn o11· tlial. \'1'c]l, r >vi"h Lhat race would
end pretty tiOOll !"
lt was to end pretty soon, loo, ;1:; they soon found out.
CH.\ PT J~ R
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CON'CL OSION'.

Young Wild ·west was righ t in his clemen t 1rhen he
found that h e had rl. chance t o show thd Spil.6.re 1rn: U1a
faster of th e t wo steeds.
"Spitfire, old boy! " he said, as h e patted the neck of
the noble animal. "You must catch that black horse, ii
it takes until night."
The sorrel gave a whinny, as he always did when he
heard his young master speak to him when they were
alone.
Then the long race follo wed.
The sorrel was not doing exactly his best, for Wild was
reserving him for the final dash.
The young deaclshot knew what his horse was; anil
though b e did not think that t here was another one as
good in the world, h e had n ever seen one.
That was quite sufficient to make h im have t he utmost
confidence in gallant Spitfire.
n'Iilc after mile was coverc , and n earer and nearer Wild
got to his man.
He had him beaten now, and he knew it.
H e could easily have shot h im with hi ~ r evolver, but so
long as P edro did not sh ow fight he \\'Ould never do that.
Suddenly t he river came in s ight ahead of them.
The bend Arietta had spoke ol r orn1c1ccl to here.
It was only two miles ahead; anc1nvhcn Pedro saw it h e
swung off to tha right, so as to avoid it.
'iVild did not offer t o make a shor t cut to overhaul him
quicker.
He made the sonel follow in t he same tracks as the
black made.
Tony Pedro waved his hand when h e Eaw thi move.
''You've got a mighty good h orse, Young Wild \ Yest!"
he called out. "But you'll see that min e \\'ill outwincl him.
I am to get away without being shot at, I suppose, iI I
can?"
· "That's right," answered our h ero. "But you may as
well give up, for you are beaten now."
"Not yet !"
The villain h ad swung around , unkno win gly, so far t h a t
he was riding almost parallel with the back trail in anoth er minute.
He was no doubt pretty badly worried, and hardly kn ew
whicll direction l1e was going.
Bnt five minutes later, when Wild was n ot more than
a hundred feet behind' him, and gaining all t he time, h
suddenly saw the girl he had tried so hard to carry off
with hi.m coming, traigbt toward him.
Witl1 hCT waR Young· Wild \Ye. t's swertl1eart. ·
Rut. stnrngc io saY.' thr Yillain no longer felt a desire
to capture the 13roncho Queen.
All he thought of now wa~ to get mm~·. and , realizi ng
~mt hr ha rl dou\ilerl, hr f'wnng off the \ref't. .
Wikl clic1 the . umr . not tnking tlw lcaf't ail.vantage.
The yonng c1Parl:;hot wa:-; gelling rca1ly to ma .;:c t he final
Rpurt.
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H e saw Arietta and Belle Darlincr coming, and he deeidecl to show them how h e could calch the black hor e.
" L et you rself go, Spitfire!" he suddenly called. out.
T hough t he noble animal had been putting up an awful
pace for several miles, he had that spurt left in him.
lle bounded forwar d like a r ocket and swooped down
upon the black horse with ease.
Ilc1·olver in h and, You ng Wild Wc~t rode past Tony
P edro .
"Stop!" he cried . "You are my prisoner."
The man did not have to be told twice.
"Arc you satisfied that your horse is not as good as
min ?" Wilt1 asked.
"Y cs," was the reply.
"Well, l am glad to ]war you say that. 1 ow, ju;;t hold
u p your hands, while I reli eve you o.l'. your :;hooters."
"I s'pose ther e's no u se in a.;kin' fur mercy, Young Wilcl
West?"

Sudcleuly he saw _11xietta's lariat go whizzing after ihc
traitor.
Th en Belle l t hers go.
Pedro dodged in Yain .
Both noose settled over hi h eacl and his hor e prornptly came clown to a walk, ai:; his anns were pinned to his
~ide ·. and he no longer could cru ide _it.
"Around 1r c go, llrietta !" called out Belle. "You go
that way and I ' ll go this. Wc'll win d the sneaking coyote
.
up!"
'J'hey made two cire:lcs, li(tino· the r opes fo r t h e oth er
to ride uncler. and lhen 'Tony Peel ro wa::; wound up !
"\Ye have got him, Wild!" cried Arietta, as Young Wild
W ci:;t can galloping up, \raving hi s hat.
"l knew you i.wo girl:; conlc1 do it," he answered. "You
have roped the traitor nicely."
A ringing cheer from t h oo:c approaching rang out.
l>cdro's face was livid with rage as he was brough t to

a halt.
"Yol1 will only be wasting your breath i£ you do."
" Tnk c charge of him, boyR," said ·w ild, is Charlie, Jim
"It \ra only for ther love o£ that gal 1.hat I done what
and Ned L ak rode up.
I did."
'l'hc girls kl" go i.h e lariat ·.
"Oh, I gnes · you're a traitor, anyhow! , You hired to
T'hen 1.hc villain ho'wccl that he was not beaten quite
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Young Wilcl West piloted the wagon train through to
T~1c nllc1m hacl no "· capons, hut hi s horse was geLbng
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hoo t an u narmed man."
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leap. th e animal darted away.
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The act was not eurprising to Youn[.!; Wild West.
be the next number (263) al'. "Wild West \ \eekly."
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"Go nnc1 get him , girls ! Rope him! " he cried out.
i\ r ietta was the first to comprehend.
l
Sbe urged her horse forwanl on the jump.
After her came the Broncho Queen.
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SOME GOOD ARTICLES.
One of Mr. Santley's most amusing experiences occurred at
Brecon about four years ago, when he assisted Mme. Patti in
gi vi ng a concer t in aid of t he local hospital. The prima donna
appeared with Mr. Santley in a duet. The vocalists had just
r ecommended singing, when the baritone burst out laughing
a nd left the platform. His companion almost immediately followed, although she attempted to continue. In response to
loud cheers, Mme. Patti returned, and said: "The cause of all
this merriment is that a wasp has been trying t o get into my
mouth, and we could not go on."
Jack Hovey has walked over t he Tidewater pipe-line fr om
Rix ford, McKean county, to Williamsport, Pa., continuously
uuring the last twenty-six years. He makes from eight to
twenty-one miles a day, carrying a kit of tools weighing about
sixty pounds, among which is a telegraph instrument, which,
in case of breaks or other accidents, he attaches to the company wire which follows the line and informs headquarters
at Williamsport. The distance is 145 miles as the line runs,
up and down hill, across valleys and through woodlands and
forests, forty miles of it being through the dense Potter county
woods, with scarcely a habitation along the r oute.
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Attention bas recently been called to a movement, started
this time by German students, to exclude for~ig ners fro m the
Empire's universities. At times manufacturers, fea rful of t h e
competition that might ensue from training outsiders in German methods, have sought to have laws enacted that would
either exclude foreigners, or make it so hard for them to
enter, as practically to exclude them from the universities.
Consul Brittain, of Kiel, says : "This year German stud ents
are again demanding an increase in matricul!!:_tion ancl tuition fees for foreigners who attend German universities. They
say preference should be shown the German students in assignment of places in dormitories and r ecitation-halls. After
they have been accommodated they are willing that foreign
students may take what places remain. German students a re
endeavoring to have all their universities unite in discriminating against foreign students. The number of foreign students
at the German universities has increased rapi dly. Dur ing the
summer semester which has just closed there were 3,888 fo r·
eign students matriculated; last winter there were 3,893; last
summer ( 1906) there were 3,173, an cl ten years ago the number was 3,196. The total number of all students matriculated
at German universities was 64,942 for t he summer semester
1906. Ten years ago the foreign students numbered 7.4 per
cent. of the total number; at pr esent 7.6 per cent. Of the 900
students studying medicine at Berlin, 100 are foreigners, or
1.6 per cent. At the Heidelberg University 16 per cent. of
those studying medicine are fo reigners, and of those studying
mathematics and science 22 per cent. are foreigners."

GRINS AND CHUCKLES.
"You don't have many visitors out here," said Citiman, "do
you?" "Oh, yes," replied Subbubs, "coming and going nearly
i every day." "Mostly women, I suppose." "Yes; servant girls."
"What are the dimensions of the lots out there?" "For ty
feet front." "And how deep?" "I can't tell you that. I didn't
succeed in sounding them. I put clown a pole twenty feet
long, but I didn't touch bottom."

"My, my, my!" said the little girl's grandmother, "you
mustn't make so much fuss when you have your hair combed.
When I was a· little girl I had my hai r combed t hree or four
It is said that a fl ea leaps two hundred ti mes its height, and times every day." "Yes," said the child, pointing a t t he poor
while it usually does land on its feet, it often fails, especially little gray knot on the back of the good old lady's head, "and
when it falls on a perfectly smooth surface where the claws see what you've got for it."
can get only a slight hold. A flea has six legs, whose great
length and bulk make t hem so heavy t hat they must be a
A poor old Irishman, with an old and battered cornet, was
great help in keeping their owner right side up when it making night hideous one evening in a qu iet Edinburgh
makes one of those gigantic jumps; and when it lands upside square. A smart young "guardian of the peace" stepped up
down, or in some other way, its ability to kick is so great, to him, and, in very peremptory tones, said: "Come, come, my
that not more than one wriggle is needed to set things right. man, you must stop that or accompany me." "Wid all the
A flea's wings are mere scales, and of no use; but small and pieasure in loife, sor," replied Pat. "What are ye goin' to
worthless a s they are they tell t
entomologist something sing?"
about the proper classification of t he insect. To t he flea itself
they have no value.
A little elderly German who keeps a stationer's shop amuses
and interests himself by making up stories about h is customThe whitefish in Lake Superior are decreasing yearly, ac- ers and telling them t o his family. "Dot young lady who has
cording t o fishermen. It is claimed t hat the dumping of de pink cheeks, she be married soon, I t'ink," he announced
ashes and clinkers into the lake has killed off large areas of one night. "Now, my Canl, you know nettings of her whatt he grassy patches on the bottom of the lake where the white- effer, is it not so?" and .his wife tried to look as if she di d
fish have feel. Between 1880 and 1905 the output of ashes, not think him · a wonderfully clever man. "It is like dis,"
clinkers and furnace slag, not co·mting the sweepings of iron said the stationer, solemnly: "I observe; and I know. At first
fr om the clocks, has been 7,000,000 tons, which was dumped she buy paper and envelopes cle same; later she buy twice as
int o Lake Superior. 1',ishermen all over Lake Superior tell more paper, and den five . times as more paper as envelopes.
t he same story, that large cli!lkers come up in their gill nets So I know she is become betrothed. "And to-day," he said,
when hauling in settings, in clicating that the bottom of the beaming with pleasure, "to-day she buy only one half-dozen
Jake is being covered with this manufactured scoria, the ten- envelopes and five times as more paper; and when I tell her
dency of which is to destroy, or burn up, either by erosive she get dem cheaper if she buy many, she say to me: 'I have
action, or by chemical infl uences, all the grass in which there no need of more, t'ank you.' So I know de friend he comes
lived t he minute organism u; 1on which the whitefish subsisted. soon, and so comes de marriage on quickly."
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THE

WORTH

M Y S TERY

By JOHN SHERMAN.
Ned Hastings was a clerk in th e Brainford Bank, and a
young man who commanded the r espect and confidence of all
who knew him. In fa ct, no one stood higher in the estimation of the community than the young clerk.
Neel was well liked by his associates at t he banl;:, and even
the surl y old jan itor, who was not wont to speak well of any
one, had a good word for Ned.
'
The young man's frien ds considered him a very lucky fellow, too, for it was under stood t hat he was engaged to the
heiress, Mabel Worth, whose uncle, Richa rd Worth, was the
heaviest stockhol der in the bank, and a reputed millionaire.
P retty Mabel was an orphan, but her Uncle Richard, who
was a childless old ba ch elor, had a dopted h er and meant to
leave her all his fo r tun e.
The rum ored engagement of Ned Hastings and Mabel Worth
was a correct report. The young people had loved each other
for a long tim e, and they had plighted their troth, with the
full consent of Mabel's Uncle Richar d.
But strange to say, Ned Hastings and Richard Worth had
n ever met.
This circumstance is easily explained. Richar d Wor th had
been absent in Europe five years, and it was during his absence that Ned and Mabel m et and loved .
Correspon dents had, however, given Richard Wor th such
an excellent account of Ned, that when t he young man , by
letter, req uested the permission of the millionaire to address
his love suit to Mabel, his consent was given.
.Richar d Worth was very eccen tric as well as very rich, and
he had never had a picture t aken in his life. So, not only
llad Ned never seen the old gentleman in person, but he had
not even seen a photogr aph of him.
The time for the .marriage of Mabel and Ned had been set,
and Mr. Worth had written them from Paris that he should
retur n to Brainford in time to be present at the wedding.
Later a cable m essage from her uncle inform ed Mabel t hat
he would sail for New York on th e Chancellor, a firs t -class
transatlant ic steamer of a popular line.
Mabel went to New York to meet the st11amer, accompanied
by an olcl aentleman wh o had form erly been Mr . Worth's business part ner.
But t he Chancellor h ad arrived tb e day befor e, and inquiry
elicited t he information t hat t he same day Richard Worth had
taken t he evenin g train for Brainford.
'I'hen t he mystery began. R ichard Worth had not r eached
his destination. On the contrary, it seemed t hat he had
mysteriously di sappear ed. Mabel and Richard Worth 's old
business partner wei;e fi lled with consternation when this became known to them.
They imagined at once that t he missing man might have
met wit h fo ul play, fo r the captain of t he Chan cellor who was
a friencl of the old millionaire, stated t hat Mr. Worth h ad confided the fact to him that he car r ied a splendid collect ion of
m.ost valuable diamonds, which he had made in Europe, on
his person, in a money-belt.
Mabel employed t he best kn own det ective to search for the
missing man, an d then she and Mr. Worth's old fri end r elu rnecl to Brainforcl.
Almost the fi rst per son to welcome Mabel besides Ned
Hustings was on e Ralph Warwick, an old sui tor of the maiden,
whom she had r ejected a year before, an d who stat ed t hat he
had just return ed from California.
Ralph W arw ick seemed inclined . to renew his suit for th e
h ancl of Mabel, a nd as he left her on the evening of h er r etu rn
frc:m New York, and .saw that Ned Hastings, wh o with himself
liad met the yo ung lady at th e depot, was indeed, as he had
already heard, his successfu l suitor, R alph 's fa ce assumed a
s trange exp ression, and h e said :
"This is fate playing into my hands, fo r as sure as the
heavens stand Neel Hastings was the man wh om I saw in the
Gully that ni ght."
Some days elapsed, and the det ectives employed by Mabel

1depot,
traced Ri chard Worth from a hotel in New York city to a
wh ere he board ed the night train for . Brainfor d.
But a fter the r etur neu millionaire entered the t rain the trail
ended. W here he had left it or how was a mystery.
Yet several days later, however, some · hunters found the
body of the missing man in a gully near the railway track,
close to a water tank, in a gully where the train had stopped
while t he supply of water for the engine boiler was renewed.
Ri char d Worth had been foully murdered and robbed. It
was the th eory of t h e officers that the victim had been stabbed
on the platform of the car and h urled off by the assassin, who
then follo wed him, robbed the body and dragged it into the
gully.
A h eavy r ewar d was at once offere d fo r th det ection of the
assassin.
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Some months befor e, upon arising on e morning, Ned Hastings experienced a singular sensation of weariness, for which
h e could not account, for he had retired early, and h ad not
fati gued himself the preceding day.
As h e was dressing he found, to his astonishment, that his
boots, which he had neatly polished just before retiring to h is
room fo r th e night, were wet and stained with mud.
Mor e than th is, taking up the coat he had worn the clay befor e, h e fo un d that, t oo, was wet, and so was his hat.
Yesterday had been cloudless. But going to the window
and looking out, Ned saw that during the night a heavy rain
had fallen.
He had no recollection of leaving his room the preceding
ni ght, but now he sank into a chair, and the conviction that
h e must h ave done so forced itself upon his mind.
"Good h eavens! it must be that I have been walking in my
sleep-that I am a somnambulist; but I never suspected such
a thing before, " t hought Ned.
H e was very much troubled by the reflection, and that very
day he consulted a physician about the matter.
The medical man agreed with Ned that h e must have walked
in his sleep, advised m ore out-of-door exercise, less mental
work, and a sedative t o be taken up on retiring.
The young bank cler k placed h imself in t h e han ds of th e
ph ysician, and thereafter h e had no furth er experience of sleep
walking, a nd t hink ing himself completely cured he soon ceased
to think ab out t he m atter .
But on the morning fo llowing the clay when Mabel Worth
went to th e city to meet her Un cle Richard, Ned Hastings
awolrn wit h a sense of fatigue again, for wh ich there seemed
to be no r eason.
H e at once asked himself in alarm if it could be possible
t hat he had again become a somnalIJbulist, and in a few moments h e knew t hat such was the fact. As on the preceding
occasion t he condition of his boots and other articles of clothing told the story. Again he h ad walked in his sleep.
Then the young man calculated how long it had been since
hi s last steep-walking experience an d so fixed that date as well
as t he present one in his mind.
H is last experience was on November 3d.
H e tried to see if h e could remember where he had been
in his sleep, but h e was Q ly able to recall a memory of what
seemed a t errible dr eam, without definite point or meaning.
As soon as t he body of Richard Worth was found the rem ains were brought to his residence in Brainforcl, and Ned
was ther e with Mabel, when the victim of the mysterious
t ragedy was brought home.
Alone, han d in hand, t he betrothed lovers entered the darkened parlor t o look u pon the face of the dead.
W e must r ecall the fact th at Ned had never seen the face
of th e millionaire so far as be knew; but when he and Mabel
th en stood beside the remains and the set, white face was revealed t o t h em, Neel Hastings started back with an exclamati on of alarm and aston ishment, and he said huskily:
" Mer ciful heaven! What can this mean? It is the face of
my t errible dream ! "
Ned trembled from head to foot, and there besides the dead,
he th en knew that he h ad seen ~L at face before in the terrible
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dream ef his last night of sleep-walking, and suddenly all seemed strangely familiar iri the man 's appearance, :Wed
that dreadful vision which he bad previously vainly t r ied to th ought. Then like a fl ash t he truth dawned upon his mind.
recall rushed back upon him in a ll its horror ancl a:wful dis"'l'hat is the very man I saw beside your murdered uncle
tinctness.
in the gully!" exclaimed Ned, pointing.
Mabel looked in th e di rection he in dicated, and she, too,
The young man sunk into a chair an d buried his face in his
hnn ds. He was almost overcome with emotion.
saw the man. H e turned his head while the eyes of the lovers
He remembered then that on the n igh t of November 3d were yet upon him, and both saw his face.
Richard Worth had met h is death, and it was on t h at sam e
"Ralph Warwick!" exclaimed Mabel.
night that he had walked in his sleep, and h ad th e t errible
" I will prove my innocence to you, dear est, by convicting
dream which he now for the first t ime fu lly recalled
Ralph Warwick. Now I go to fo llow him. Do not lose faith
And now he said in awful terror mentally:
in m e, come' wha t may," r eplied Ned.
As h e spoke he darted from the room and gained the str eet.
" It was not a dream, but the actual r eality. The memory
of what occurred during the time that I last wa lked in my
Ralph Warwick was yet in sigh t.
sleep has come back to me."
Stealthily Ned foll owed hi.µ! until h e saw h im enter the
dwelling of a clairvoyant, who enjoyed considerable local
Mabel watched Ned Hastings in alarm and surpri se.
"What is it? Tell me, Neel dear, wh at is it that so fearfull y celebrity. Ned r emained watching the house until Warwiclc
left it . Then be entered. The clairvoyant was under obligaagitates you?" she asked.
"Only a fancied resemblance. I-I t hought of one whom I tions t o Ned, an d he told t he young man tha t Warwick was
used to once know when I saw your dead uncle's face, " falter- a firm believer in h is powers, and f requently called to consult
him. In conclusion t he clairvoyant said :
ed Ned.
" H e is coming again to-night. He has made an appointment
And t h en leaving Mabel sadly perplexed at his strange
havior h e excused himself, and left the house as soon as wit h m e, and I am to go into a trance as usual and r ead the
fut ure for him."
he could.
" I will give you fif ty dollars to allow me to per sonate you
Ned Hastings reached his room in a state of mi nd th at was
the n ext thing to insanity. Well m ight he h ave felt t hus. He to-night when Ralph ·vvarwick returns," said Ned.
The clairvoyant agreed, and that evening, made up exactly
recalled the awful dream of the n ight o'f November 3cl again .
He saw, as vividly as possible, the scene where t he boclv like him, Ned was at h is house when Warwick arri ved, and
of Richard Worth had been found, and which had since bee~ in an a dj oining r oom he h ad Mabel and two detectives condescribed to him. He saw the murdered man and another cealed, so that they co uld overhear all.
Ned had seen the clairvoyant go into h is pretended t r ance
shadowy form, and he saw himself t h ere beside the dead.
The awful thought had entered the mind of Ned Hastings several times, and he imitated him perfectly.
'·Tell me what I shall do t o make sure a certain secret of
that in the somnambulistic state he had killed R ichar d Worth.
He recollected now that besides t h e belt of diamonds Maliel min e, which I wish to guar d above all things, may not be
had told h~m that a certain diamon d c11oss, with h er un cle's found out? " a sked W arwick, when Ned seemed to be in t he
na;ne engraved on its back, which h e always wore on bis trance.
" Remove t h e jewels from the place wher e you have hidcil.en
neck scarf, was m issing, and he k new that he h ad seen t hat
t hem . Secret e the diamonds somewhere else, and then leave
diamond cross on the night of November 3d.
Ned owned a little casket of foreign wood wh ich had been the place," r eplied Neel, promptly.
given him by his mother, and in which he kept such little "Your power is wonderful! Diamonds ! Ah! you hit it at
articles as he particularly treasured.
once," mutter ed Warwick.
Soon after t hat, when tl\e " clairvoyant " came out of his
Trembling n ow, he unlocked that casket. For a moment
he cou\d not find courage to raise the lid, dreading what h e t ran ce, Warwick left th e house. Of course h e was followed by
Ned and h is concealed witnesses. The n ight was moonlight,
might find there. But at last he opened the casket.
F or a moment his heart seemed to stop. beating. Ther e was and W arwick Jed them into t he grounds of a deserted mansion.
a diamond cross. It was the first thing h is eyes rested upon Th er e he secured a spade, and went to the fo ot of a great t r ee
when he opened the casket. The glittering gems seem ed to near a broken marbl e pedestal. Thr owing off his coat, Warflash upon h im like accusing eyes. Breathlessly he turned wick began to dig. Ned and Mabel crept n ear with the two
the cross over, and there on t he back h e saw n eatly engraved officer s and concealed th emselves behind t he tree. Presentl y
·warwick unearthed a box of some size. As h e kn elt to lift
the name, "Richard Worth. "
At that moment there came a gentle tap at the door, Ned it out of the h ole h e h ad excavated, in their eagerness Mabel
turned his head, and as he did so the door opened and Mabel and Neel started fo rward, one on each side of the great tree.
Warwick heard th em an d leaped t o h is feet. But the sucWorth stood before him.
Ned H astings uttered a startled cry, and tried to close the ceeding moment Ned and the officers seized him; and th e h andcasket; but in his haste to con ceal t he diamond cross h e cuffs were placed on his wrists.
Then the box was opened, an d in it was foun d a blooilover turned the casket, and t he accusing jewel fell at the
stainecl overcoat which was afterward identified as belongfeet of his promised bride.
"My uncle's diamond cross! How came it h ere? Speak, ing to W arwick', and Richard Worth's belt of diamon ds.
W ar wick was conveyed to prison, and a few days later be
E dward, speak, and tell me!" she cried.
confessed his guilt. H e had met the millionaire on t he trai n,
Ned Hastings shrank before her.
"Mabel," he uttered, in a tone of agony- " Mabel, I cannot and as they wer e bDth on th e platform of one of the coaches
tell you! Oh, the horror of it all! I think I shall go mad! " at the water station, h e h ad stabbed t he old gentleman an rl
She watched his face as he spoke, and, lifting hi s eyes t o t hrown him off, foll owing h imself and robbing his victim.
hers, he t hought he saw an awful suspicion in h er look. The Warwick h ad known the millionaire in other days, an d in a
reflection that the woman he loved might believe t hat he was conver sation that t ook place befor e th e murder he told th e
the m urderer of l;ler uncle made him desperate, arrd he sprang assassin about the diamonds he carried. ·warwick had seen
Ned at the scene of the murder, and decided, from his con forward and seized her hand, exclaiming:
duct , that h e was walking in his sleep. T he assassin h ad
"Mabel, I will tell you all!"
Then , while she listened breathlessly, h e r elated what t he seen Ned pick up the diamond cross, and when h e learned
reader already knows of h is sleep-walking experien ces and his th e young man was Mabel's suitor lie decided to even tu ally
direct suspicion to h im, h oping t hat he might thus i·emove a
t erri'ble dream .
r ival.
As h e concluded, Mabel said :
In due t ime Warwick paid the penalty of his crime, arnl
"How can such a thing be?"
Did she doubt his truth? He could scarcely tell. They were lat er on Neel and Mabel became man and wife.
Though years have elapsed since that terril.J le night of
at the window. At that moment he saw a m an passing on
the opposite side of the street. Ther e was som ething that November t h e third Ned has n ever since wal ked in his sleep.
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.! COMPLETE SET IS A REGULAR ENCYCLOPEDIA!
E acb book consists of s ixty-four pages, printed on good paper, in clear type and neatly bound in an attr active, illustratl!d cover.
Most of tbe books a re a lso profusely illustrated, and all of the subjects treated upon are explaiJ! ed in such a simple manner that any
chil d. can thorough ly understand them. L ook over the list a s classified and see if you want 'to know anything a bout the subjecta
men t10ned.
T H ESE BOOKS ARE FOR SALE BY ALL NEWSbEALERS OR W ILL BE SENT B Y MAIL TO '.ANY ADDRESS
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No. 72. now TO DO SIXTY TRICKS W I TH CARDS.-Ein<M ESMERISM .
b'racing a ll of t he latest and most deceptive card tricks, with il·
No. 81. HOW T O i\il!J8J\1ERIZE.-Containing the most ap- Justrations.
By A. Anderson.
r rornd methods of mesmerism ; a lso how to cure a ll kinds of
No. 77. HOW TO DO l•'ORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.discuses by an iwai nwg netism, or, magnetic healing. B y Prof. Leo Containinl?
deceptive Car·d Tricks as performed'by leading conj urors
l.Iugo Koch, A. U. f ,, author of ·•How to Hypnotize," etc.
and mag1c1ans. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrated.

PALMISTR·f.

MAGIC.
No. 82. HOi TO DO PAL:\II8TRY.-Containing the most apNo. 2. n ow TO DO TRICKS.-'l'he great oook of magic and
pro\·ed methods of re2ding the lines on the hand, together w ith
a fu ll explanation of their mean ing. Also explaining phrenology, ci;rd tricks, co ntaining full instruction on all the leading card t r icks
nnd the key fo r tE'lling character by the bumps Oil the head. By oi: the d~y, a lso ~~e most pop ular magical illusions as performed by
out'. lea~mg mag1c1ans ; every boy should obtain a copy of this bol)k,
Leo H ugo Koch, A. C. S. l!'u lly illustrated.
as 1t will both amuse and instruct.
HVPN01"1SM.
No'. 2:?. HOW TO D O...SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's second sight
No. 83. HOW T O HYPXO'rIZE.-Containing valuable and in- explamcd J;_;: his former assistant, F red Hunt, Jr. Explaining hl)W
Also
structi ve information r egarding the science of hypnotism.
the secret dialogues were carrie<i on between t he magician an d the
explaini ng the most approved metho<ls which are employed by the boy ou the stage; also giving all the codes and signal::r. The only
leading hypnotisr.s of the world. B y Leo H ugo K och, A.C.S.
au thentic explanation of second sight.
No. 43. llOW TO BECOl\lE A l\:IAGICIAN.-Containing the
SPORTING.
nsso rt~ent of mag ical illusions ever p laced before the
grandest
No. 21. HOW TO HUN'.£' AND F ISH.-The most complete public. Also
tricks with cards. incantations, etc.
hunting nod fishing guide eve1· published. It contains fu ll in68. HOW 'l'O DO .C IIE~IICAL 'l'lHCKS.-Containing over
st r uctio ns about guus, bunting dogs, traps, t rapping and fishing, oneNo.
hundred !11gbly amusmg and instructive tricks with chemica!B.
togeth er with descriptions of game and fis h.
A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrateJ.
No. 26. HOW TO HOW, S.\IL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully ByNo.
now TO DO SLEIGHT 0.1!' HAND.-Containing over
illustra ted. Every boy should know how to row and sail a boat. ~fty of69.
the. late~t and be~t t ricks used by magicians. Also containFull instru ctions a re gi ven in this little book, together with in- mg the secret
of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Etructions on swimming an d ridin g, companion sports to boating.
. No•. 70. HOW 'l'O l\l~ K~ i\IAGIC ~OYS.-Co n taining full
No. 47. HO W 'l'O BREAK, RID E A ND DRIVE A HORSE.- d1rect1ons
for makmg.~1ag1c 'Ioys and devices of many kinds. By
A complete t reatise -on the horse. Desc ribing t he most useful !torses A. Anderson.
l!'u lly Pl lust.·ated.
for business, the best horses for the road; a lso valuable recipes for
Ko. 73.. H OW: 'l'O J.?O '.!'RICKS WITH NUMBERS. -Showing
di seases peca liar to t he horse.
curious tr 1c~s with figures and the magic of numbers. B y A.
No. 48. H OW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.- -A handy many
Anderson. Fully 1llustratecL
book for boys, contain ing full directions for constructing canoes
_No. 7_5. HO\y 'l'O BECOME A CONJUROR. - Containing
and the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully Wustrated. tr1.cks
v.:it1!- Domm?s, D ice, Cups anJ Balls, Hats, etc. Embraci ni;
By C. Stansfield Hicks.
thirty-six 1llust rat10ns. By A. An derson.
No. 78. ~IQ W TO DO 'l'HE .B LAOK ART.-Containing a com·
FORTUNE TELLING.
plete descriptio n of the myster ies of l\Ingic a nd, !eight of H and,
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUl\1 .AND DRE AM BOOK.Containing the great oracle of human destiny; also t he true mean- together wi th many wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson.
ing of a lmost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
and cu rious games ol' cards. A complete book.
M ECHANICAL.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREA~IS.-Everybody dreams,
No. 29. HOW '.J.'O ~ECOl\~El. A N INYENTOR.-Evecy boy
from the little chi ld to the aged man and woman. Th is little book shoul~
)'now how mv~nt10ns 01·1.ginate<l. Th is book e plains them
gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together wich lucky all, g1v 1~g
examples. m electi;i;1ty, bydrauliC>l, maguel;sm, opti(;<,,
an d unlucky Jays, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
mecbamcs, <'tc. 1 Ile most instrnt•tiy book published.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FOR'.rUNES.-Everyone is desirous of pneumat,1cs,
TO IlECOM)ll AN ENGINEER.- Conta.inh:ig full
H
5y.
No.
.
knowinr what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or mstrucilons OW
how to prol'ee<l JD 01·der to b~(·orue a locomotive enmise ry, wealth or po>erty. You can t II b:v a glance at this little gi:iwer; also dir~ctious for \mildiug a modt> I 101..'0motive: togcthei.•
book. B uy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell with a full descnptiou of C'n~rything an engineer should know.
the fo r t une of your friends.
No. 57. HOW '.l'O l\IAKE i\IFSIC AL I~~ TIH'~lE~TS.-Fuli
No. 7t1. HOW TO '.rl3JLL FORTUNES BY THE HA:ND.'how to mak~ a B_anjo, Violin, Zither. .-Eo lian IIarp, XyloCon taining ru les for telling fortuues by 01e aid of lines of 1 he band, directions
and other musical msl rnment ; togetlle1· w ith a brief deor t he secret of palm i ~ try. Also t he secret of te l l'ti~; future events phone
scription of: nea rly every m usical instniment used iu ancient or
by aid of r:noles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. modern times. Profirnely illustrated. By Alge rnon S. F itzgerald,
for twenty years bandmaster of the Hoval Bengal l\Iarines.
ATHLET IC .
No. GD. IIOW '1'0 l\fAKE A l\IAGIC L A1 TERN.-Contain in"
No. 6. HOW TO BECOl\fE AN ATIILETE.-Giving full instru ction for tne use of dumb )Jells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, a description of the lantern, together w ith its history and invention~
horizontal bars a nd various other methods of developing a good, Also full directions for its use and fo r painting slides. Handsomely
heal thy muscie; couta ining over sixty illustrations. Every boy can illustrat<'cl. By John Allen.
No. 71. IIOW TO DO l\fECHANICAL TRICKS.-Contalning
become strong anJ healthy by following the instructions contained
complete instructions for performing over sixty bi echanical Tricks
in thi s litt le book.
•
No. 10. H OW T O BOX.-The art of self-defense made easy. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
Con tain ing over thi r ty illustrations of guards, blows, and the diU:erRITING.
W
LETTER
ent posit ions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtai n one of
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most com·
t hese useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how t o box
plete iittle book, containing full directions fo r writing love-letters,
without 11.n instructor.
giving specimen letters fo r young and old.
No. 25. H OW TO BECOME A GY~fNAST.-Containing fu ll a nd when to use them.
No. 12. HOW T O WRITE LET'£ERS TO LADIES.- C iving
instructions for all kind <> of gymnas tic sports and ath letic exercises.
letters to ladies on all subjects·
Em bracing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor W. Macdonald. complete instructions for w riting
'
also letters of introduction. notes and requests.
A handy and useful book.
No. 24. now '.l'O WHI'l'E LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN. No. 34. HOW 'TO FENCE .-Containing full instruction for
Containing fu l! di rec ions for writing to gentlemen Oil all subjects ·
fen cing and th e use of t he broadswo:-J; a lso instruction in a rchery. also
'
giving sample letters for instruction.
Described wit h twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best
No. 53. HOW TO W RITE LET'l'ERS.-A wonderful little
positious in fencin g. A complete book.
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book. tell.ing you
mother, s1tit~r. brother1 employer; ana, m fact, everybody and anyTRICKS WI TH CARDSNo. 51. ~OW T O DO TRICKS WITH CAR.:)S.-Confain ing body you wrnh to \\>Tite to. Every young man and every young
explanations of t'be genera l principles of s leighr-of-h and applirablc lady in the lnnd shou ld havE> th is book.
No. U. I!OW TO WRI'l'El LETTERS CORRECTLY.---Oon·
to card tricks ; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not req11i\'in1:
sleigh t-of-han d; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the m;e of taining full instruction~ for wri ting letters on al most any subject·
rules for punctuatioll and composition. with specimen letters'.
also
111ustrated.
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THE STAGE.

lro. 41. THI!J };\OYS Ol!' NEW YOHK END MEN' S JOKE
BOOK.-Containing a g1 aat variety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful little book.
No .. 4~. THE BOY8 01!' NEW YORK S'rUMP SPEJAKER.Contal!llllg a varied asso,rtn.ieut of ~tuwp speechl's, Ne;;ro, Dutch
ontl Insl.\. .A.lso end m n s Jokes. Just the thing for home amusemmt and amate ur shows.
No. '45. THE BOY:-; OF NEW YORK l\ffNS'.rREL GUIDE
A1 D JOK.l!J BOOK.-Something new aud very iuxtructive. Every
boy should obtain this book, as it contains full instructions for organizing an nmatC'nr min st rel troupe.
No. 65. l\1ULDOON' S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
joke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
contains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of
Terrence l\Iulcloon. the great wit, humorist, and practiC'al joker of
tbe day . Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke shoultl
'1btain a copy immediately.
• 10. 79. HOW TO BECOJiIE AN ACTOR.-Containing comp lete instructions how lo make up for various characters on the
sage.; tog~ther with the duties of the Stage l\fann ger, Prompter,
Scemc Artist.and Property l\1an. By a prominent Stage Manager.
N?. 80. GuS WILLIAl\IS' JOKEJ BOOK.-Containing the latest Jokes, anecdotes and funny s1or1es of this world-reuown~d and
ever popular llen;n~u comcrlian. Sixty-fo11r pages; handsome
colored cover conta1nmg a half-tone photo of the author.

~

No: 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAK ER.-Conta ining f~ \
reen 11lustra11ons, giving the d ifferent pos itions req uisite to beeolllf
a gC'od xp"aker, reader and elocutionist. Al so containing gems fro8'
aH the popular ~uthors of p rose and poetry, a rranged in t he mo1•
sanple and <·onc1se manner poss ible. .
No. 49. _IIOW TO DEBA'.rE.-Givil'lg rules for conducting d..
bates, ontlmPs for. debates, qu.estions for d iscussion, and t he beR
sources for procurmg m format10n on the questions &iVitlll.

S OCIETY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIR'r.-'rhe a r ts and wiles of fiirtallon are
fully i>xplained by this little book. Besides the various methods of
na.udkerchief .. fan. glove. paraso l, window aud hat fl irtation, it con·
tams a .full hst of the language and sentimen t of flowe rs, which ID
m.teresting to everybody, both old and yo ung. You cannot be happy
without one.
. No. 4. HOW .TO DANCE is the t itle o~ a new a nd handsome
hctle .book Just issued by Frank '.rousey. It con ta ins fu ll instrucl1ons rn the art of dan<'i_ng, etiquette in the ball-room nnd at partie1,
how to dress, a nd full di rections for calli ng off in a ll popula r square
<lances.
No. ~· HOW ·ro MAKE L OVE.- A com plete guide to love,
cou rt~h 1p and ma:riage, giving sensible aclvice, r ules a nd etiquette
to be observed, with many curious and in teresting things not gen·
trally known.
No. 17. IlOW •.ro DRESS.-Conta iuing full instrn&tion in t he
art o~ dressing nnd appea~·iug we ll at home and a broad, giving t he
sele<'tJOn~ of colors, material. and how to have them made up
!"o. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIF UL.-One 0°f t ht
H O US EKEE PING.
h,r1ghtest and. most valuable little books ever given t o t he world.
N~. 16. H9W TO KEEP A, WIND.OW GARDEN.-Contaming l!lvcrybody wishes to know how to become beautifu l, both mt le ancl
full mstruct10ns fo1• constructmg a window garden eithe1· in town iema le. '.rhe seC'ret is simple, and almost costless. Read this bools
or country, and the most ap.proved meLhocls for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beau tiful.
fio wers at home. 'l'he most complete book of the kind ever publi hed.
BIRDS AN D ANIM ALS.
No. 30. HOW '1'0 COO K.-One of the most instru<'tive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illus trated amt
o n cooking eve r published. It contains recipes for cooking meats containing full instructions for the managemen t and train ing of the
fish , game, and o.vsters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
1>nstry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. '19. now TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
cooks.
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. H andsomely illusNo. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains infol'mation for trated. By Ira Drofraw.
ever.ybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
No. 40. HOW TO l\IAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including binte
make almost anything around the hon s<'. such as parlor ornaments on how to catch moles, weasels, o tte r, rats, squirrels a nd birda.
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime fol' catching birds.' ,,":clso how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J . Harringtoo
Keene.
ELECTRICA L .
Ko. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRD S AND ANIMALS.-A
No. 46. HOW TO l\1AKE A?\D USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- valuable book, giving instructions in collect ing, p repa ring, mountinl
scription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism; aurl preservin~ birds, an imals and insects.
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
No .. 5-1. HO!V TO KEEP AND l\IANAGE PETS.-Giving com·
etc. By George '.l.'rebel, A . l\I., M. V. Containing over fifty il- plele mformat 1on as to the manner and method of r a ising, keeping
lust rations.
taming, breeding, and managing a ll kinds of pets; also giving f uii
No. 64. H OW TO MAKE ELEC'rRICAL MACHINES.-Con- !nstructi.ons for m:ikinj: cages, etc. F ully explained by t wenty-eight
tai ning full directions for making eleclrical machin es, induction 11lustrat1ons, makmg 1t the most complet e book of the kind evtr
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
By R . A. R . Bennett. Fully illustrated.
MISCE LLAN EOUS.
N o. 67. HOW 'l'O DO ELEC'l'RICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
large collection of instructive nnd highly amusing electrical tricks,
~o. 8. HOW TO BECO;\IE A SCIENTI ST,_.A useful and 1a-:
1
together with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
structi ve book, giving a complete txeatise on chemist ry ; also ex·
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and di·
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, a nd g'as balloons. :!'hie
E N T E RT AINM EN T .
N o. 9. H OW TO BEC0:\1E A VENTRILOQUI ST .- By Harry book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-boolt for
Ke1'nedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
this book of instructions. by a practical professor (delighting multi- ma~ing all kinds of candy, ice-crean:!.1,, syr u p~ essences. e tcu etc.
:No. 84. ·HOW TO BECOME AtY A U'I'.tlOR.- Containing f ull
t t1des every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
a rt, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the information regarding c110ice of subjects, the use of words a nd the
greatest book e-ver published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
manner of preparing and submitting m1muscript. Also conta in ing
No. 20. HOW TO IDNTERTAI:N AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and genera l com•
very valuable little book just published. A complete ·compendium positiou of manuscript, essen tial to a successful author. By Prince
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable 1Iiland.
.
fo r pa rlor or draw ing-room entertainment. It contains more for the - No. 38. HOW TO B E COME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A won·
money than a n:v book published.
derfu l book. containil..g usefu l and pract ical information in t he
No. 35. HO\V TO PLAY GAJUES.- A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary d iseases a nd a ilments common to every
book, conta ining the ru les and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in usefu l a nd effe ctive recipes for general com·
backgammon, croquet. dominoes, etc.
plaints.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRlDIS.- Containing all
NQ. 55. HOW TO COL LECT STAMPS AND C OI N S.- Con·
the leading conumlrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information r egarding t he co llecting and a rranging
of stamps and coins. Handsome ly illustrated.
and witty sayings.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.- By Old King Bra dy,
book, giving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In wh ich he lays dow n some valuable
bage, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules fo r beginners, a nd al so r elates some adventures
Auction Pitch. All Fours, and many oth e ~ popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOT OGRAPHER.-Contain·
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three hundred interesting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A ing useful information regarding t he Camera and how t o work it;
complete book. F ully illustrated. By A . .Anderson.
•
also how to make Photographic l\fagic Lan tern Slides and other
ETIQUETTE .
Ifi~~~~arencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W . D e w.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
is a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know
a ll about. There's happiness in it:
N o. 33. HOW 'l'O BEHA VE.-Containing the rules a nd etiquette
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of appeari ng to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, ch urch, and
in the drawiDz-room.

No. ('{' \OW TO BECOME A WEST P OINT MILIT ARY
CADET.--.. ltaining full explanations how to gain adm ittance,
course of Stud:v, Examinations, D uties, Sta ff of Officers, P ost
Guard, Police Regulations, Fire D epart ment, and a ll a boy should
know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu Senarens, author
of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL C ADET.-Complete in•
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis N ava.I
D ECL AMATION .
Academy. Also containing the course of inst ruction, descriptloll'l
N o. 27. HOW Tu RECI'.l.'E AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch . a nd everything a boS
- Con t aining the most popular sele"tious in use, comprising Dutch should know to be<'ome au officer in the United States Navy. CoDl'
dinlect. French dialect, Yankee and I r ish dialect pieces, together piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Become a
~ith man y standard readings.
West Point Military Cadet."
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1l magazine Gontaining Stotties, Sketches, etc., of Westettn Iiife.
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32 PAGES

HANDSOME COLORED COVERS

PRICE 5 CENTS

All of these exciting stories are founded on facts. Young Wild West is a hero with whom the author was acquainted.
His daring deeds and thrilling adventures have neve r been surpassed . . 'l'he.y form the base i;>f the most dashing storil
ever published. Read the following numbers of this most interesting magazine and be convinced:
.

L.A'l'ES'l' ISSUES:
205 Young Wild West at Sizzling Fork; or, A Hot Time With the
Claim Ju mpers.
206 Young Wild West and "Big Butfalo" ; or, Arletta at the Stak.,.
207 Young Wild West Raiding t he Raiders; or, The Vengeance of the
Vigilants.
208 Young Wild West's Royal4.?l u sh: or, .Arletta a nd t h e Gamblers:
209 Young Wild West and the Prairie Pirates; or, The Fight for the
Box ot Gold.
210 Young Wild West Daring Death ; or, How the Sor.rel Saved Arietta.
211 Young Wild W est Corraling the Comanches; or, Arietta and the
Sliver Tomahawk.
212 Young Wild West at Spangle Springs; or, The Toughest Town In
Texas.
213 Young Wild \\" est a nd 1.he Renegade Ranchman; or, Arietta In a
Trap.
214 Young Wild West's Gold Dust Drift; or, Losing a Cool Million.
215 Young Wild West and the Overland Outlaws; or , Arietta's Death
Charm.
216 Young Wild West and _the Ace of Clubs; or, A Human Pack of
Cards.
217 Young \".ild West at D ea th Vall ey ; or, Arletta and the Clif'I: of
Gold.
218 Young Wild West an d the Bowie Band: or, A Hot Hunt in the
Horse Hills.
Young Wil d West and the Apache Princess ; or , Arietta's Fierce
Foe.
220 Young Wild West's Bucking Bronchos; or, The Picnic at Panther
!'ass.
2:?l Young Wild West's Cowboy Ch arm; or, Arietta and the Border
nu ndits .
222 Young Wild West's "Lucky Lode; or, Making a Thousand Dol lars a Minute.
223 Youug- Wild - West a nd the California Coi ners: or, Arietta at Bay,
22-! Young Wild West Raking in Ri ch es; or. Arletta's Great Pan -Out.
225 Young Wild West Mar<ked for Death; or, A Tough Time at Tombstone.
226 Young " ' ild West Trailing a 'l 'raitor ; or, Arietta's Triple Dange r.
lid West's Clever Cowboys; or, The Rough Riders of the
227 Young
Rench .
228 Young Wild West and Geronimo; or, Arletta and the Apache
Attack.
22!) Young W ild West Standing Pat; or , Cheyenn e Charlie's Call.
Wil d West Hemmed Tn: or, Ari ctta·s Last Shot.
Young
230
231 Young Wild \Yest on a Twisted Trail; or , Arietta's Running
Fight.
232 Young Wild West an d the Gila Girl ; or, Arietta and th e Outlaw
Qu een.
233 Young Wild West's Raid In the Rockies ; or, Grilling t h e Gulch
Gang.
234 Young Wild West and the Colorado Cowpunch ers; or , Arietta and
the Dead Line.
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235 Young Wild \Yest and " Slippery Simon•· ; or, Trailing' an On aw
_.
King.
236 Young Wild West Saving the Soldiers; or, Arietta's Great Ride.
237 Young Wild West's Cowboy Camp; or, The Trail that Led to a
Trap.
238 Young Wild West's Straight Shot; or, Arietta and the Train
Wreckers.
239 Young · Wild West after the Arapahoes; or, The40utbreak on the
"Reservlltion.
240 Young Wild . West Beating t h e Boomers; or, How Arietta El:posed
·
a Fraud.
241 Young Wild West and Monte Mack; or, The Girl of Golden
,
·
Gulch.
242 Young Wild West and the Silver Seekers; or, Arietta·s ··Hot
Lead Sauce."
243 Yo ung Wild We'St's Lively Lasso, and How It Corraled the Cow ·
boy Crooks.
244 Young Wild West at Greaser Gu lch; or, Arietta and the Masked
Mexicans.
245 .Young Wild West and the Cavalry King ; or , The Race With a
Rival Rider.
246 Young Wild West and t h e Sioux Scalpers; or , How Arletta Saved
Her Life.
247 Young Wild West and the Riva l Scouts; or, The Raid of the Cowboy Gan g.
248 Young Wild West' s Box of Bullion ; or, Arietta and the Overland
Robbers.
249 Young Wild We st"s Bareback Beat; or, The Iloss Boy of the
Il r oncho Busters.
250 Young Wild West at Fire Hill: or. How Arietta S aved the Flag.
251 Young Wild W est and the G reaser Giant; or, "Mexican Mik~'d..
Mistake . ·
252 Young Wild West at Skeleton ·nanch ; or , Arietta and the Death
Trap.
253 Young Wild West's Gold Grip; and How He Held the Claim.
254 Young Wild West and the Gray Gang; or, Arietta's Daring De·
vice.
255 Young Wild Wesfo at Lonesome Licks; or , The Phantom of Pilgrim Pass.
256 Young Wild West's Biggest Strike; or, Arietta and the A
doned Mine.
Q
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Wild
257 Young
·
of the Yellowstone
258 Young Wild West's Cowboy Call; or . Arletta and the Smuggl
259 Young Wild West and the llioqul Medicine Man; or, Doing
Dance of D eath.
260 Young W"d West on a Treasure Trail: or , Arletta and the Silve r Lode.
261 Young Wild West and the Deadwood Di!n; or , The Fight for Hal f
a llflllion.
262 Young Wild West :i.s a Prairie Pilot; or, Ariet a and the Broncho Queen.
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